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PREFACE

This book is intended primarily for those who have had some introduction to

Classical Hebrew Grammar, whether they understood what they were taught or not,

and preferably not; and for those who have some knowledge of Classical Hebrew

without having learned any grammar, but have studied some other language (apart

from English) and therefore learned something of grammatical concepts. Hebrew

is probably the only language that is ever studied seriously without necessarily

paying attention to grammar, right or wrong.

Those who have not studied the grammar of any language at all, even if they are

familiar with Classical Hebrew, may well find this all extremely difficult if not

impossible to follow, so you have been warned!

The above does not imply that beginners should not have all this explained to

them, or that grammar should be taught only at an advanced level – quite the

contrary, grammatical rules and concepts should be introduced right from the very

start, but gradually. This book throws it all at you in one go, and so is not for

beginners.

Unfortunately, Hebrew grammar is almost always taught, when taught at all, on

the basis of false concepts. Certain entrenched ideas are repeated from generation

to generation, and these are often totally misleading. There is nothing holy about

grammar. The whole idea of it is that it should work, and while it does, all well and

good. When rules of grammar do not work, they can sometimes be made to work

by simple amendment, but when highly complicated sets of rules and sub-rules are

needed one must consider chucking out the whole lot and starting again.

Most of the ideas expressed here are not original. Some are traditional and

correct. Others which go contrary to the usually-taught traditional ones are often

found in existing grammar books, but not together. That is to say, one of the ideas

will appear in one or a few books, another will appear in different books that do

not include the first, and so on. Sometimes a fundamental idea is included only as

an advanced idea or in a footnote somewhere.

The other major fault with Hebrew grammar books written in English is the

terminology. Standard terms used by grammarians with a fixed meaning in teaching

all other languages are used in Hebrew grammars with a different meaning, causing

great confusion. As an example, two different past tenses, the past continuous and

the past repeated (‘I was doing’ and ‘I used to do’) are combined into one in

French, German, Latin and Greek, and possibly others, and known as the ‘imperfect

tense’. In Hebrew grammars, this term, ‘imperfect tense’, is taken as a synonym for

‘future tense’ (‘I will do’) to describe something which, as we explain, is really not

even a tense at all!
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The biggest problem is for Israelis, speakers of Modern Hebrew, in which over-

simplified and totally incorrect concepts of Classical Hebrew, influenced by

Aramaic and by European languages, have become entrenched. In Israel, Classical

Hebrew is ‘taught’ as being the same as Modern Hebrew but with minor differences

mainly in style. This is totally incorrect – they are different languages, though

similar and with much in common. The Modern is based on the Classical, but

(i) very often uses different words, based largely on Aramaic, for a given meaning,

(ii) very often uses the same words with a different meaning,

(iii) has a different grammatical structure (if at all), especially with syntax and

above all with the usage of various parts of the verb –– all quite apart from changes

in style.

Modern Hebrew is very far from flexible, concepts cannot easily be expressed,

and where they can the Israeli mentality will not allow them to be easily grasped.

English, on the contrary, is highly flexible, is very rich in expression, and has

terms that are in accepted use in teaching other languages. If the concepts of

Classical Hebrew are properly understood, they can be explained in English perhaps

better than in any other language.

This book is not intended to be comprehensive. The rules given are not all

universal, there are many exceptions. All that is claimed for the rules is that they

cover the vast majority of cases, and that they do so far better than any other set

of rules given in most if not all other grammar books. They also lead to a better

understanding of the mentality and outlook behind the language, so that one can

begin to understand the language from the point of view of the people who used to

use it, instead of from our modern one.

A.S.



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The verb and how and why it varies. Outline.

A verb usually describes an action. (To avoid complications that may arise

further on, we will leave aside verbs that perform a different function.) Variations

on this central concept inform us who performs the action, when it is performed,

or if we are considering the action in itself, whether it is a statement about it in a

particular case, or a command to perform it, and so on.

In Classical Hebrew, as in Latin and Greek, these variations are usually

expressed by taking the ‘root’ of the verb and modifying it by adding prefixes or

suffixes, changing the vowels inside the word, doubling syllables or consonants,

and so on. The final result in each case is still one word, and producing these

variations is called ‘inflexion’ (or ‘inflection’) or ‘conjugation’.

In a language such as English, these variations are mostly (but not entirely)

expressed not by inflexion but by the use of auxiliary words, mainly pronouns and

auxiliary verbs. Producing a set of these variations is not ‘inflexion’, but the word

‘conjugation’ is still sometimes used by analogy with other languages. French lies

somewhere in between, with far more inflexion than English, but far less than

Latin.

Inflexion, the variation of the form of a word to convey differences of meaning

in application, while maintaining the essential meaning, applies also to nouns and

adjectives, where it is not called ‘conjugation’ but ‘declension’. In Latin this is

quite complicated, in German it is impossibly so, but in Hebrew it is really

comparatively simple – even so, it does not concern us here. We mention it only

to explain that the study of the variation of all such words – declension of nouns

and adjectives together with conjugation of verbs – all types of inflexion in a

language, is called ‘accidence’. This too we mention only to contrast it with

‘syntax’, the study not of words in themselves but of the way they are put together

in the sentence. However, whereas English uses auxiliary verbs, Hebrew sometimes

uses syntax instead of inflexion to express variation of ideas, a point overlooked

in all or nearly all grammar books. We will come to this later.

The above is intended to give a background, so as to help us along with the next

stage. If you can more or less follow it, there is no need to fully absorb or

remember it all. The only terms that we will need to use and that should be

understood at this point are ‘root’, ‘inflexion’, ‘conjugation’ and ‘syntax’. The

others you may forget.
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How the variations are classified

When we meet a verb in a language that has conjugation, we analyse it to find

what sort of variations have been applied and what their purpose is. Without this,

we cannot understand what a particular form is trying to convey. There is a

technical term used exclusively for analysing a specific verb, ‘parsing’, but not

everyone knows what is meant by ‘to parse’, and we are concerned here not with

the analysis of a specific form of a specific verb but with the general process. So

we will use the term ‘analysis’ which has the same meaning here as in numerous

other spheres – cutting something into pieces so as to determine the elements of

which it is composed.

A verb (in a specific form) may be analysed into its attributes, each attribute

having a name and denoting a class or group of which each member has a name.

Before we list these, let us use the analogy of an adjective to illustrate what we

mean by attribute.

A Hebrew adjective has two attributes, called ‘gender’ and ‘number’, the

members of each of which have names. Members of the group called ‘gender’ are

called ‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’. There are only two (whereas German has three,

and Swedish has four). There are also two members of the group called ‘number’,

and these are called ‘singular’ and ‘plural’. This of course is extremely simple, but

you get the idea. The verb, as we shall see, has far more groups or attributes, each

of which may well have more than two members.

Here are the main attributes associated with a Classical Hebrew verb, followed

by the names of the members of that group. At this stage you do not need to

understand what they all mean, that will be explained later. We have ignored object

suffixes, which are best treated as a subect on their own. It looks frightening, but

if we take it bit by bit, it is really not so bad. It does help if you can recognise one

or two of them, so that you get the general idea.

1. STRETCH (normal, intensive, extensive)

2. VOICE (active, passive, middle)

3. MOOD (Finite: indicative, imperative, optative;

Infinite: infinitive, gerund, participle)

4. ASPECT (perfective, imperfective) applies only to the indicative

5. NUMBER (singular, plural)

6. PERSON (first, second, third)

7. GENDER (masculine, feminine)

8. STATE (absolute, construct) applies only to the gerund
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The name ‘stretch’ is one we have invented, and will be discussed later, along

with our reason for inventing it. Two important points need to be noted:

(a) Only the first three always apply. (For the fussy, there is some question as

to whether the Hebrew participle is strictly ‘infinite’ or not, but that need not be

added to our worries.)

(b) ‘Tense’ is conspicuous by its absence. In Classical Hebrew, there is no such

thing as tense in the inflexion of the verb. There is no ‘form’ to represent tense.

This does not mean that there is no such thing as tense, only that tense is expressed

in a different way, as we will see later.

It is assumed that ‘number’, ‘person’ and ‘gender’ are either familiar to the

reader or self-explanatory. All we need to point out is that the options, the members

of those groups, are those given above – other languages may have more genders

(such as neuter and common) and even more numbers (such as dual) but these do

not apply to Hebrew. (Hebrew does have the relics of a dual in nouns only, not in

verbs or adjectives.) ‘State’, important in nouns, does not normally apply to verbs,

so our main concern is to explain only the first four of the above: stretch, voice,

mood and aspect.

The ‘original’ language

The purpose of grammatical rules is to provide a system which you can learn,

so as to arrange things in a pattern. This is to enable you to apply one rule in a

number of cases, and not have to learn every single form of every single word

separately.

Often we find it convenient to refer to an ‘original’ form in an ‘original’ pre-

Mosaic language from which Biblical Hebrew was developed. We then show how

the Biblical form was derived from this, usually by corruption. The question often

asked is ‘What evidence do we have that this language ever did in fact exist?’ The

correct answer is ‘None’. Evidence points to the probability that it did, but there

is no proof. Those studying the history of language, or pre-Mosaic languages, are

interested, but we are not. In fact it is more true to say that we have invented this

original language for our convenience. Neither history nor theology nor anything

else comes into it, it is convenient for grammar. It enables us to have a more

simple original pattern, which is modified by a limited number of rules, enabling

us to easily recognise a very large number of actual words in the Bible which we

should otherwise have to learn individually. That is all. Examples will come later,

but an analogy is worth mentioning.
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We are all familiar with parables. A story is told, in which as a rule one man at

least is involved, and from which a moral is derived. The story illustrates the moral

plainly and simply. Did the man referred to actually exist? Did the event described

actually take place at any time in the way described? Perhaps not, so what? The

story illustrates the moral in the best way possible, we then have the moral in a

form in which we can both understand it and remember it; the moral is important,

the historical ‘truth’ of the story is not. The same applies here.

Another example is in astronomy. Does the earth go round the sun, or vice-

versa? According to Newton, all motion is relative, so it is the same thing either

way. Neither is ‘true’ and neither is ‘false’. When we are considering our daily

lives, for our purposes the sun goes round the earth. On the other hand when we

are studying astronomy, we find that this way so do the stars, while the planets

perform highly complex motions. If we take the stars and the sun as fixed and the

earth as going round the sun, the planets also go round the sun, in relatively simple

orbits. This way we make it easy for ourselves in our studies, but there is not the

slightest bit of evidence that it is in fact so. Advanced astronomy shows that in any

case it is more complex, there are variations, but we could not easily study the

variations if we started with the earth as being fixed.

Let us take a well-known example. From the root ÆßÐ, we find ¼Æ KßL] he wrote

and ¼Î Hf DÆ KßL] I wrote. The same pattern is followed in many other words with three-

letter roots. But from the root ÔßÕ, while he gave is ¼Ô KßLÕ, I gave is not ¼Î Hf DÕ KßLÕ but

¼Î Hf KßLÕ. We explain this by saying that ‘originally’ it was ¼Î Hf DÕ KßLÕ, but that the second

nun dropped out in accordance with a general rule that the letter nun usually drops

out in certain circumstances. Now everyone agrees on this, even Rashi who insists

that Adam and Eve spoke Biblical Hebrew in the Garden of Eden. Yet there is not

a scrap of evidence in support. In not one single case is the form ¼Î Hf DÕ KßLÕ ever found!

A sudden discovery of an earlier language in which a different form altogether is

found does not help us, nor does it hinder. We ignore it. The ‘original’ language

that we invented is the one that we need and use, and all references to ‘original’ in

this book are to be taken in that sense.

A further use of this ‘original’ language helps to find a common origin between

Hebrew and cognate languages such as Aramaic. These sometimes help us to

understand Hebrew, because while changes may occur in both, they are often

different changes.

Fundamental problems in studying Hebrew grammar

The main difference between studying Biblical Hebrew as we do and studying

other languages is that we are essentially interested in the text of the Bible and
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anxious not to waste time on other matters. So in our impatience we plunge or are

plunged in at the deep end. The teacher, to make it easier for himself, teaches us

many things wrongly as long as they are ‘near enough not to matter’, and when we

try to sort ourselves out we get into a muddle.

Even so, we could perhaps learn to cope by starting with relatively easy texts,

grasping the main grammatical rules, and progressing, were it not for one thing, the

great bug-bear of Classical Hebrew, the origin and purpose of which nobody really

understands – the conversive vav! We cannot find simple texts where we can move

any distance without one, and as soon as we bring it in we are involved in all sorts

of complications. These cannot all be explained in one go, so we get out of it by

bringing in a load of rubbish about non-existing ‘tenses’ in a way that ‘simplifies’

the grammar tremendously, much as a bus-driver who enters a town on his route

in which he is supposed to tour around different districts decides for himself that

it is much easier for him to just drive straight down the High Street and come out

at the other end. He reaches his correct destination, but has taken the wrong route,

left people waiting stranded at places he has illegally by-passed. A better analogy

is the postman who does the same thing when making collections from pillar boxes.

Half the post is left behind and nobody knows why it does not arrive – even worse,

many who are supposed to receive it do not even know that it has been sent!

Nobody tells him off, he makes a habit of it, teaches the next man to do the same,

and it becomes ‘accepted’, but that does not make it right, nor does it help people

who do not get the service they are entitled to and have been assured of.

For a religious Jew studying Torah it is extremely important to ‘get it right’, yet

sadly many things are traditionally taught wrongly, mistranslating words and

misunderstanding grammar. Our concern here is with the use of verbs.

In an attempt to correct the situation, we must first pretend that the conversive

vav does not exist. We must ignore it completely and grasp the main essentials

without it, examining forms that seldom occur because in the vast majority of cases

the conversive vav is obligatory! Only then can we bring in the conversive vav and

show how it affects matters, coming down to earth and reality.

A word about poetry and conversation

The purpose of poetry is not to explain or state something logically, but to

convey ideas and to be easily remembered, for which reason it is ofen cryptic, often

by-passing rules of grammar. Likewise snatches of conversation (but not speeches)

may be colloquial in style, and not obey the rules of literary prose. What appears

in the following chapters doers not necessarily apply to either conversation or

poetry, apart from odd exceptions even where literary style is expected.



Chapter 2

STRETCH AND VOICE

Roots – primary & secondary

Let us begin by taking a look at the ‘original’ Hebrew verb, ‘original’ as defined

in the last chapter.

The ‘root’ is the form that defines the meaning of the verb, to distinguish it from

other verbs. It tells us what action is being described, and an analysis of the root

belongs to the dictionary – translation and etymology, not grammar. Grammar starts

by taking the root as it is. In ‘original’ Hebrew it consists of three successive

consonants. They need not all be different, but they can be. No vowels – they are

added to produce the variations that come later. The root of course, three

consonants without vowels, cannot be pronounced, but it does not need to be. Its

only use without vowels is in a dictionary, and they did not have dictionaries in

those days!

One small note in passing. The consonants could be any of the 23 Hebrew letters

(shin and sin are counted separately) but not the silent É (hé) at the end of a word.

That came later to replace something else (usually a yod or a vav), in ‘original’

Hebrew it does not exist. A real genuine É could be used at the end of a word; that

in later Hebrew was represented by W with a dot in the middle (mappik).

This three-letter root could be called the primary root. By inserting vowels,

adding prefixes and suffixes, and so on, variations are formed as required.

Stretching

It is possible to ‘stretch’ this root externally (i.e. by adding something on to it)

to produce a secondary root to which vowels, prefixes and suffixes are added. This

secondary root, and all variations derived from it, is called the ‘extensive form’

since ‘extensive’ means ‘stretched outside’. However, because of its meaning,

which is ‘causative’, it is more often called the ‘causative form’. This will be

clarified shortly.

It is also possible to ‘stretch’ the primary root internally to produce a secondary

root, to which vowels, prefixes and suffixes are added. This stretching is done by

‘reduplication’ i.e. by doubling the middle root letter. In practice, the letter is

pronounced as doubled (as in Italian, for example you can hear the double l in

bella), but is not written twice. In writing they later decided to put a dot in the

middle of the letter, to show that it is to be pronounced as double, but it is only

written once. [In some verbs, the last letter is doubled instead of the middle one.
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Leave that for the while.] This secondary root, and all variations derived from it,

is called the intensive form, the word ‘intensive’ meaning ‘stretched internally’. It

does NOT mean that the action is performed ‘intensively’ but (at least in the

original language) that it is performed repeatedly.

Those who are not new to Hebrew grammar will recognise the ‘extensive’ or

‘causative’ as corresponding to the Hebrew hif’il and hof’al, and the ‘intensive’ or

‘reduplicated’ as corresponding to the Hebrew pi’el, pu’al and hitpa’el. But for

reasons that will become clear later in the chapter, we will for the moment ignore

these Hebrew names completely, and stick to the English.

The original meaning of the ‘causative’ has on the whole been retained in

Biblical Hebrew. It is worth noting that a ‘causative’ form exists in English in a

few words, though they are not formed by ‘extension’ but by changing the vowels.

Here are four:

Normal: fall Causative: fell

Normal: rise Causative: raise

Normal: sit Causative: seat

Normal: lie* Causative: lay

(* In the sense of ‘lie down’, not ‘tell a lie’)

This is not too difficult to grasp. In English sometimes the same form is used,

e.g. return is normal in the sense of ‘go back’ but causative in the sense of ‘take

back’: he returned home and he returned the book he had borrowed.

Sometimes English uses a different word, e.g. eat and feed, see and show, where

Hebrew would use the different ‘stretches’, normal and extensive (or causative) of

the same word.

The nearest English gets to an ‘extensive’ causative is (to) live, enliven.

The original meaning of the ‘intensive’ was for repetitive or habitual action. This

use has on the whole been lost in Biblical Hebrew. Repetitive action is expressed

in a different way entirely, using aspects. What happens is that the intensive form

or stretch simply has a different meaning that has to be learned, which may or may

not be connected in some way with the primary root. However, a few relics of the

original use do remain.

ÌÆË means to slaughter, usually as an offering. The intensive form means to do

it repeatedly and habitually, e.g. one might offer an animal to Baal (on one

occasion), which would require the normal form; the intensive form implies making

a habit of doing so.

KÌ IÛÃÝ from the normal form means a murderer, someone who commits or has
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committed a murder. From the intensive form we have KÌ Ic KÝ DÓ meaning one who

keeps on murdering people (and not necessarily a professional assassin).

However, these are relics, and the distinction even when it exists is not always

maintained. Strictly ¼ÆL̀KU from the intensive form is a professional thief, but it is

used also for someone who steals just once.

We see then that ‘normal’, ‘causative’ (or ‘extensive’) and ‘intensive’ (or

‘reduplicated’ or ‘repetitive’) are three members of a group or attribute for which

English has no name – but we need a name for it, so we have invented, for want

of a better one, the name ‘stretch’. The grammarians not only have no Hebrew

name for the attribute, they do not even have names for the members of the group!

The early Hebrew grammarians referred to the ‘normal’ as the ‘light’ form (kal),

and the ‘intensive’ as the ‘heavy’ form (kaved). The ‘causative’ they described in

a different way. But modern grammarians use kal in a more limited sense applying

only to the active (see next section), and do not use kaved at all.

Voice

So much, for the moment, about ‘stretch’. Now let us turn to ‘voice’.

This, to many, is already familiar, and to others easily explained. ‘Voice’ is the

class whose members are ‘active’, when for example John hits Joe, and ‘passive’,

when Joe is hit by John. When you turn a verb from active to passive the object (in

the active) becomes the subject in the passive. If you have a verb that cannot take

an object in the active (called an intransitive verb) then it cannot have a passive,

e.g. John sat. You cannot have ‘was sat’, though if you take ‘sat on’ as a verb and

John sat on the chair, you can say that the chair was sat on by John.

We will assume that you understand active and passive. Hebrew, like Greek, has

a third voice, which is neither one nor the other, called ‘middle’.

What is the ‘middle’ voice?

To start with, we can say it is the ‘reflexive’. Active – the cat washed the kitten.

Passive – the kitten was washed by the cat. Reflexive – the kitten washed itself. For

the reflexive, the middle is used.

Having grasped this, we may extend it by saying that the middle is also used

when there is something similar to a reflexive, a middle idea. Here are three

examples where the middle is used in Hebrew:

Active – see Passive – be seen Middle – appear

Active – guard Passive – be guarded Middle – take care, be careful

Active – prevent Passive – be prevented Middle – refrain
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The middle is also used for mutual action between two sides, e.g. to meet one

another. It is not possible to give an exact definition, but if you begin to get the

idea, then you will gradually get the feel of it from examples that you encounter.

Combination

Having grasped the ideas of stretch and voice – and it does not matter if you

have not grasped them completely, as long as you have some idea and remember

that there are three of each (normal, causative and intensive; active, passive and

middle) – we now turn to the combination. There is absolutely nothing complicated

about this, except in that grammarians have got utterly confused and made it

complicated.

By combining stretch and voice, we see that each of the three voices can be

applied to each of the three stretches. So we have nine in all. Of these nine

possibilities in the ‘original’ language, two have dropped out and are not found in

Biblical Hebrew, leaving only seven in practice. Still, we think of the seven as nine

less two, or to express it mathematically,

3 x 3 - 2 = 7

but we look at the left hand side of the identity, which makes sense to us. The

grammarians look only at the right hand side. They do not distinguish stretch and

voice, but simply accept that there are seven forms, three active (correct), three

passive (wrong), and one reflexive (wrong), making it impossible to understand.

The seven are known in Hebrew as binyanim, but you can never grasp the concept

of a binyan because such a concept does not exist. Some Hebrew grammars written

in English call the binyanim ‘conjugations’ and refer to the seven ‘conjugations’ of

a Hebrew verb. This is terribly misleading, as apart from the sense in which we

used it earlier, the word ‘conjugation’ is used by grammarians in all other

languages in a special sense which does also have its counterpart in Hebrew

(explained later), and this is not it. All this is vitally important and deserves our

spending some time going into it carefully.

Of the nine forms, the active, middle and passive of the intensive all remain.

Of the causative, the middle has been lost, and it is so rarely required that its

absence is no great loss. A relic of it exists in one word alone, not worth worrying

about at this stage.

Now comes the difficult part. Of the normal (or simple) stretch, the active

remains, and so does the middle, but the passive has dropped out – all except for

the participle. So what did they do? They used the middle for the passive. That

does not mean that it became the passive, just that the middle was used for the

passive; but at other times it also retained its original ‘middle’ meaning, and this
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changes our whole outlook on one admittedly small side of the language. Here is

the pattern, with the traditional names of the binyanim inserted. We can use these

names, but must not think of the binyanim as a concept.

VOICE →
↓ STRETCH

ACTIVE PASSIVE MIDDLE

Standard/Simple Normal

¼Ñ KÜ
KAL

¼Ñ KÜ
→→→→→

(except

participle ¼Æ¼X ¼ßL])

NIF’AL

¼Ñ K× DÙHÕ

Extensive/ Causative HIF’IL

¼Ñ¼Î H× DÙ HÉ
HOF’AL

¼Ñ K× DÙ LÉ

Reduplicated/Repetitive

¼È IÆL] Intensive

PI’EL

¼Ñ I× Hb
PU’AL

¼Ñ K× Ob
HITPA’EL

¼̂ I× Kb Dß HÉ

The first thing that emerges is that contrary to what we are usually taught the

hitpa’el is the middle (used as reflexive) only of the intensive form corresponding

to the pi’el as the active. It is not the reflexive of the kal. Second, the nif’al is not

the passive of the kal but the middle (including reflexive), only since the passive

has died out the nif’al is used instead to take its place.

[In some cases, the pu’al or the hof’al, and not the nif’al, is used to replace the

missing passive of the kal.]

One effect – and here we are jumping the gun a bit – is the imperative, the

command form. In Hebrew (unlike Latin) there is no imperative in the passive.

Never! None in the hof’al, and none in the pu’al. But it does exist in the nif’al.

When? Not when the nif’al is being used as a passive, but only when it is being

used in its original sense of a middle. There are countless cases when we wonder

why a certain verb appears in Hebrew in the passive, and in fact it does not – it is

a ‘middle’ form.

We will have more to say about the participle when we come to it, but for the

moment we note that in the normal stretch the passive participle still exists, and the

middle form also can be used as a passive, so there is a choice between the two.

It is extremely important to get this picture of the 3x3 pattern clear in the mind.

Of the nine possibilities, one has dropped out completely and one almost

completely, but that does not spoil the pattern. Thinking of the 7 (as we are always

taught) does spoil the pattern and is totally misleading.
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MOOD

‘Mood’ in grammar is not easy to define, but the specific mood indicates the

way a verb is being used, i.e. to express a statement, or a wish, or a command, or

to consider the action in abstract and so on.

A specific verb in a specific instance may be finite (i.e. limited by person,

number and/or gender) or infinite (not so limited). Of the infinite forms, there is

the infinitive (which will be discussed much later); the gerund, which is a verbal

noun; and the participle, which is a verbal adjective. Although perhaps it should not

be, the participle is usually classed with the infinites.

Of the finite forms, there is the indicative, used for making a simple statement;

the imperative, used for giving a command (or making a request); and other moods

which vary from language to language. In Hebrew it is convenient to lump together

those other moods that exist under the name of ‘optative’, and this will be

explained when we reach it.

Hebrew has no subjunctive mood. Nor does it have an interrogative mood (where

English normally insists on an auxiliary verb placed before the subject).

Biblical (unlike post-biblical) Hebrew has no conditional mood (like the French

il donnerait and where English uses forms like he would have eaten.) How

questions and conditions are tackled belongs to advanced syntax, outside our scope,

but the curious will find examples in Gen. 17:17, 18:12, 31:27 and Num. 22:33.

Note incidentally that Biblical Hebrew makes no clear distinction between direct

and indirect speech.

As we mentioned earlier, in the conjugation or inflexion of a Hebrew verb there

are no tenses, but there are ‘aspects’ which are a bit similar. These will be

considered in the next chapter; they apply only to the indicative.
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GRAMMATICAL-TIME, TENSE, AND ASPECT

Time and tense

We are taught in English the difference between ‘time’ (strictly, ‘grammatical

time’) and ‘tense’. The former can be past, present or future, while the latter can

be one of several – for example ‘I have eaten’, ‘I ate’, ‘I was eating’, ‘I used to

eat’ and ‘I had eaten’ all contain a reference to past time, and all except the first

are said to be ‘in past time’, but they are all different ‘tenses’. In Latin, which

forms its tenses by inflexion (changing the form of the word), there are six tenses

(and by certain means you may get two more) but that is all. The number of

available tenses is thus limited. English, which forms its tenses mostly by the use

of auxiliary verbs, allows an unlimited number to be created, most of which are

never used because they are too complicated to be grasped or even to be useful.

Theoretically there is nothing against saying ‘I shall have been about to have been

eating’, which does make sense and mean something if you have the patience to

slowly disentangle it and work it out. Nobody has such patience (not even I who

have just written it), nobody needs to, it will get you nowhere, but there are many

tenses which are used and are useful, and you have the flexibility to create and use

them as you wish.

When we analyse a verb in the indicative (the ‘mood’ that deals with fact) we

first decide on the grammatical time – past, present or future – which we then sub-

divide into tenses. Consider ‘by eight o’clock I will have eaten’, a tense called the

‘future perfect’. When we analyse this, we first think of it as a future in time, and

only then as a state relative to the time, a secondary matter.

We are obsessed with this concept of ‘grammatical time’ as a primary division,

because it is such in European languages, and with any foreign language we start

off with it. Unfortunately we apply it also to Biblical Hebrew, where it is totally

incorrect. We then try to fit in the grammar with our preconceived ideas. Modern

Hebrew, where grammatical time alone exists without even the subdivision of

tenses, works that way, but Classical (i.e. Biblical) Hebrew does not.

Aspect

The entry for ‘Hebrew’ in the pocket Penguin Encyclopedia consists of just five

statements (about 40 words in all) on Classical Hebrew, one of which states simply

‘verbs have aspects, not tenses’. (Actually tenses do exist, but they are not

indicated by the form of the verb.) What is meant by ‘aspect’?
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Two aspects from primitive languages tend to survive (the rest do not concern

us) – the Perfective when referring to an action that has been completed (or

‘perfected’), and the Imperfective when referring to one that has not, regardless of

time. [One word of warning: do not confuse the names Perfective and Imperfective

used for aspects with the terms ‘perfect’ and ‘imperfect’ used for tenses, which are

not the same thing.] In many primitive languages (and apparently in Arabic until

today), aspect and not grammatical time is the primary consideration with a verb.

The time and tense may follow from the way these forms are used in conjunction

with the word order, the context, and/or something else, but not from the form

itself. This applies not only to Semitic languages (Hebrew, Arabic, etc.) but also

to the more primitive Aryan languages, and even to the primitive languages of

Central America. For example in Yucatec (a dialect of Maya still spoken by so-

called ‘Indians’ and which certainly neither influenced nor was influenced by Asian

languages), verbs, highly inflected, have these two aspects, but no grammatical

time; the form of the verb does not distinguish between past and future.

This indicates a fundamental difference of mentality that is not inborn but

indoctrinated, and that must be recognised at the start. Do we start with

grammatical time or do we start with aspect? Grammarians who recognise ‘aspect’

instead of ‘grammatical time’ in the Hebrew verb still do not appreciate that this

indicates a difference of mentality that must be recognised at the start in order to

understand the language. The approach of considering grammatical time (past,

future, and then present) as basic came as a development of language not yet

present in Biblical Hebrew, where it can only mislead.

In Russian by contrast both ‘aspect’ and ‘grammatical time’ exist together,

producing tenses. The two aspects, ‘perfective’ for a completed action, and

‘imperfective’ for one that is not, are each subdivided into three grammatical times

– past, present and future – giving in all the equivalent of six English tenses, all

formed by inflexion. (In practice there are five, one is missing, but we have

simplified Russian to illustrate the concept.) Classical Hebrew has by inflexion the

aspects, but neither grammatical times nor tenses.

Classical Hebrew does distinguish tenses with sufficient options for practical use

(admittedly not as flexible as English but far more so than Mosern Hebrew) by

using the aspect forms in conjunction with word order and context, a combination

of inflexion (‘accidence’) and syntax. The grammatical time, unlike the aspect, is

not of primary importance and neither it nor tense appears in the inflexion.

While in theory the perfective refers to completed actions and the imperfective

to uncompleted ones, do not take that too literally. In Biblical times the distinction

had already become a bit blurred and could no longer be treated as precise. All that
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matters is that the aspect provides you with an inflected form which you can use

with syntax and context to form tenses. It does not provide you directly with a

tense. However, the forms are still called Perfective or Imperfective, regardless of

the precise meanings of these two words. This is very important, as one who

understands it properly does not ask questions as to why a certain form appears in

the Bible instead of the one he thinks ought to be used (according to his ideas of

grammar), and drawing false conclusions. In other words, one is less likely to

misunderstand the text.

The following shows how the aspects correspond to the forms with which you

are familiar:

Perfective: ¼Æ KßL] B¼Î Hf DÆ KßL] etc.

Imperfective: ¼ÆÃf DÐHÎ B ¼ÆÃf DÐ JÅ etc.

These forms are NOT ‘past’ and ‘future’ respectively as we are taught. Both can

be used for past and for future, in different ways with different meanings, to be

explained in detail in the coming chapters.

Two questions are asked at this point:

1] How can we translate the forms ¼Æ KßL] and ¼ÆÃf DÐHÎ?
The answer is that we cannot translate them out of context. The context, which

here includes word order, forces a choice from far too many possible translations,

some of which overlap into both forms.

2] What is the actual meaning of each of the forms?

The answer is that either (a) the forms themselves have no actual meaning, or

(b) the meaning, due to a totally different way of thought to ours, cannot be

expressed or explained in English, or (c) they once had a meaning but lost it. It

matters not which. We must simply accept that there are two forms called ‘aspects’

– perfective and imperfective – which are used in different ways (to be explained

in the coming chapters) to form roughly the equivalent of our ‘tenses’.

Onkelos, who translated the Pentateuch (Torah) into Aramaic, understood all this

perfectly. When he encountered a Hebrew verb he understood the meaning from the

form in the particular context and translated the word into the form of Aramaic

(where he had five or six tenses) that would give the correct meaning. He did not

simply take the Aramaic form that corresponded to the Hebrew form. Even then he

was limited. For instance Hebrew could differentiate between I ate and I had eaten

by means of word order, which meant nothing in Aramaic, so Onkelos could not

differentiate, nor between I was eating and I used to eat, totally different in

Classical Hebrew. Onkelos was probably a Greek speaker, who spotted the

differences in mentality between Greek, Aramaic and Biblical Hebrew.
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Alas, the mediaeval grammarians did not understand this, they had the modern

obsession with grammatical time as primary, giving three mis-named tenses.

Modern grammarians who do understand about aspect mention it but do not to teach

it as basic. As a result, many things are misunderstood or missed – for example

they do not notice the ‘future-perfect’ in Lev. 9:4 or in Deut. 2:13, where the form

used is the only correct one and not an anomaly.

Classical Hebrew also uses a participle to replace tenses. This is dealt with in

a later chapter.

Modern Hebrew uses neither aspect nor tense, only grammatical time, so that an

Israeli cannot grasp the idea of ‘tense’ as we know it, and uses the same expression

for I ate, I was eating, I used to eat, I had eaten and even I have eaten, with the

same word order. Under the influence of Aramaic, which had apparently developed

more quickly, Mishnaic and subsequently Modern Hebrew used the form of the

Perfective aspect for past time and the form of the Imperfective for future time.

The Perfective and Imperfective aspects no longer exist, instead, using the same

forms, we have a past time and a future time, and in addition the participle has

been taken over for a present time, but still no actual tenses.

It is always difficult to grasp new concepts that conflict with a deeply ingrained

mentality, but ours as pointed out is not inborn but indoctrinated, and an alternative

can be accepted. To oversimplify leads to to misunderstandings, misinterpretations

of the text and wrong results.
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TENSES — AN OVERVIEW

Types of tense

Tenses may be grouped into three types, and this grouping is important for us,

because sometimes Hebrew uses one form for a whole group, not just for a single

tense. The grouping is however not as in Modern Hebrew with each ‘grammatical

time’ (past, present and future) forming a group. There are

(A) Simple tenses. These represent a simple action, performed once, in past or

future.

(B) Repetitive tenses. These represent an action that is repeated, in past, present

or future.

(C) Relative tenses. These represent an action relative to another action. Each

of these in turn can be past, present or future, giving nine possibilities in all.

Thus we have two in (A), three in (B) and nine in (C), making fourteen in all.

Not all of these are in use, but we need them for the pattern. (Further tenses are

possible, and even sometimes used in English – for example ‘I had been eating’

does not fit into any of the fourteen, but other languages manage without them, so

we need not concern ourselves. Nor are we concerned with moods other than the

indicative, such as ‘if I were’ or ‘I would have’. These come in at a more advanced

level beyond the scope of this book.)

Now let us look at these tenses and try to understand them, before considering

the Hebrew. Do not attempt to remember all this but just to try to follow the

classification and get some idea of the overall picture. Once you grasp the pattern

it is really quite easy.

Simple tenses

A simple tense in the past is ‘I ate’ (once), for which grammarians have a

variety of names. It is called the preterite, or past definite, or aorist.

A simple tense in the future is ‘I will eat’ (once), called the simple future tense.

A little careful thought will show that normally, other than perhaps in

exceptional cases, there is no ‘simple tense’ in the present.
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Repetitive tenses

A repetitive tense in the past is ‘I used to eat’. It denotes a repeated or habitual

action, something that occurred several times. In English we sometimes express it

differently, but it is the meaning that counts, for instance ‘Every day I would go

....’ or even ‘I went there every day for a year’, where it looks as if the verb is a

simple tense but in fact it is repeated. ‘I went there (once)’ is simple, but ‘I went

there every day’ is repeated. Grammarians call this the ‘imperfect tense’, but since

this same name is used also for something else (see below) it is confusing, and we

may call it the past repetitive tense.

A repetitive tense in the present is ‘I eat’. Although in a simple form, it

expresses an idea of repetition. This in its form in English is a ‘simple present’ but

we may call it the present repetitive tense.

A repetitive tense in the future is ‘I will eat’ meaning repeatedly. ‘From now on

I will eat an egg for breakfast every morning.’ We may call this the future

repetitive tense.
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Relative tenses

These are more complicated, as they describe a state of affairs (SA) in the

present, past or future, due to an action (X) which, relative to the ‘time’ of SA

either has taken place (completed), is taking place (continuous) or is about to take

place (intended). Strictly, the main tense is the time of SA, which is past, present

or future, but X has a tense that is relative to this. Examples will make this clear.

(a) Action X is relatively in the past. It was, is, or will have been completed.

State of affairs (SA) in the past. Then (some time ago).

‘I had eaten’. Called the pluperfect (or past perfect) tense.

It describes the state of affairs at some time in the past as a result of a

previous (and already completed) action (X).

State of affairs (SA) in the present. Now.

‘I have eaten’. Called the perfect (or present perfect) tense.

Note: this is not the same as ‘I ate’, which describes a simple action in the

past, but describes the present state of affairs as a result of an action (X)

in the past.

State of affairs (SA) in the future. Then (ahead).

‘I will have eaten’. Called the future perfect tense.

It describes a state of affairs at some time in the future as a result of a

previous (completed) action X.

(b) Action X is relatively in the present. It was, is, or will be current and

continuous.

State of affairs (SA) in the past. Then (some time ago).

‘I was eating’ (at the time). The past continuous tense. (Often called the

imperfect, doubly confusing, as it is not the imperfective aspect, and the

same name is also used for the past repeated tense in French, Latin,

German and other languages where they are the same, no distinction is

made; but in English, and in Classical Hebrew, they are not the same.)

State of affairs (SA) in the present. Now.

‘I am eating’. The present continuous tense.

This is not a simple action, but one that is taking place continuously,

describing the present state of affairs due to a contemporary continuous

action (X).

State of affairs (SA) in the future. Then (ahead).

‘I will be eating’ (e.g. when you arrive later). The future continuous tense.
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(c) Action X is relatively in the future. It was/is intended (had/has not yet

commenced).

State of affairs (SA) in the past. Then (some time ago).

‘I was about to eat’.

It describes the state of affairs at some time in the past with regard to an

intended action (X) that had not yet commenced. (Where this occurs in the

Bible, though not often, it is very important. The action X may or may not

subsequently have taken place – the point is that at the time it was

intended.) This is like a future perfect inverted; it has no name, but we

could call it the past intended.

State of affairs (SA) in the present. Now.

‘I am about to eat’.

This too has no name, and is not the same as the simple future, though

often confused. ‘I will eat’ describes a future action, but ‘I am about to

eat’ describes the present state of affairs with regard to an action (X) in

the future. It is like the perfect only back to front in time.

We may call it the intended tense.

State of affairs (SA) in the future. Then (ahead).

‘I will be about to eat’.

Unlikely to be ever used or needed. Included here to complete the pattern.

[This is in fact found exceptionally in a subordinate clause in Ex. 30:12

SSS ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼Å LL Hß ¼Î H] ‘When you are (= will be) about to call up ... ’ a case

too complex to explain here.]

Action →→→
↓ Background time

COMPLETED CURRENT INTENDED

In the past I had eaten I was eating I was about to eat

In the present I have eaten I am eating I am about to eat

In the future I will have eaten I will be eating (I will be
about to eat)
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How does Classical Hebrew cope?

This is just an overview, and we will explain in outline only how Hebrew copes.

For the simple tenses, it uses the perfective aspect for a past action and the

imperfective aspect for a future one. The word order (part of what we call the

‘syntax’) is important – the subject if any follows the verb.

For the repeated tenses, it uses the imperfective aspect regardless of time, i.e.

for past, present and future actions. Again the subject if any follows the verb.

(Sometimes, for a present repeated tense, the participle is used instead – see later.)

For the relative tenses, the imperfective or perfective aspects or the participle are

used, depending on the relative action, as will be explained. The state of affairs is

determined by the context alone. The subject precedes the verb, and for an intended

action an additional word may be needed.

From the above it should already be clear that the aspects are not tenses, but are

forms used, in conjunction with syntax, to form tenses in different ways. In a later

chapter we will take it all slowly and explain bit by bit how Hebrew copes. The

mentality is different and not easy to absorb.

In coping with tenses in different languages, we have now met four different

mentalities, not just systems: the use of inflexion or conjugation alone with a

limited number of options (Latin, Greek, etc.); the use of auxiliaries with unlimited

possibilities (English); the use of ‘time’ alone to replace tense (Aramaic, Modern

Hebrew); and the rather complex system used by Classical Hebrew which involves

a combination of inflexion and syntax (word order, use of special words etc.).

There is also German which has a mentality (if one may call it that) of its own,

where the perfect and past definite are confused – a sort of cross between each of

the first three. The reason for mentioning this is that most English-written books

on Classical Hebrew grammar are based largely on translations of Hebrew

grammars written by Christian grammarians who were Classical (Latin and Greek

and perhaps Arabic) scholars, but German speakers (Ewald, Gesenius etc.), and

whose ideas were therefore coloured by whatever the Germans substitute for a

mentality. You may begin to see why you have been mis-taught.

However, before we go into detail on all this, we must first take a look at the

bug-bear of Hebrew – the conversive vav, put in it seems for the sole purpose of

making life difficult. Aramaic had more sense, it did not have it. Before that we

need to consider the need for the vav prefix altogether.
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THE USE OF THE VAV PREFIX

Introduction – verse, sentence, clause and phrase

Classical Hebrew text is divided up into what we call ‘verses’. Each of these

corresponds roughly to what we call a sentence, except that in English there are

strict rules for the construction of a sentence, whereas there are not such strict rules

for the construction of the Hebrew verse. (Converesly, there are also rules, not too

strict, for the construction of a Hebrew verse that have no equivalent in English.)

The correspondence is not always exact, but very roughly they are the same.

Leave the Hebrew for a moment and concentrate on the English. A ‘clause’ is

a self-contained section of a sentence (it may be the whole sentence, but need not

be) that contains a finite verb.

Co-ordinate clauses are clauses that stand side by side in a sentence but are quite

independent of one another. ‘He picked up the parcel and [he] went home’. Two

independent statements.

There may be a main clause and a subordinate clause – the former will stand

alone comfortably, the latter is dependent on the main clause. ‘He picked up the

parcel which he had bought’. The first clause is main, the second subordinate.

A phrase is a group of words conveying a meaning, which does not contain a

finite verb. Sometimes such a phrase contains an infinite verb (gerund or participle)

in such a way that it could be replaced by a clause. ‘While standing on the corner,

he saw .....’ could be replaced by ‘While he stood on the corner, he saw .....’. This

is the type of phrase that will interest us, and we will return to it later.

The vav prefix

The Hebrew vav prefix is normally translated as ‘and’, but this is not necessarily

correct. It often means ‘and’, but it can also mean ‘or’, ‘but’, ‘when’, ‘if’, ‘then’,

‘namely’, among several other meanings, or sometimes it does not mean anything

at all, simply that the rules of syntax demand that it be inserted.

It has two main types of use. The first is to connect nouns or adjectives in a list,

in which case it usually means ‘and’

¼È¼D ¼Ù IÅ LÉ DÊ ¼Ô JIÃÌ KÉ ¼ÒLÐ LÌ DÊ ¼Ô¼D ¼ÆLÕ ¼Ò K×
but not always, as in ¼D ¼_ HÅ DÊ ¼Æ¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼É I] KÓ where it means ‘or’. Still, this use does not

concern us here, we merely wish to note that it exists.
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The second use is as follows. As a general rule, and there are exceptions but

they are rare, the vav prefix must be atttached to

(a) the first word of every clause (unless it begins with another conjunction such

as ¼Ý JIFÅ or ¼Ô K× KÓ DÑ, in which case it is only used if needed to mean ‘and’ before a

second such clause). The clause may consist of merely one word. When used to

connect a list of verbs, it is in fact connecting a list of clauses.

(b) the first word of every phrase that contains an infinite verb and that can be

replaced by a clause (as explained above).

(c) the first word of every ‘virtual clause’ (or virtual phrase as under (b) above),

which is one in which the present tense (or present participle) of the verb ‘to be’

is to be understood.

The present tense of the verb ‘to be’ is always omitted. The present

participle occurs only three times in the Bible – once in an obscure case in

Nehemiah, once in an obscure case in Ecclesiastes, and once in Exodus 9:3

where the rules of grammar happen to demand it. If the verb ‘to be’ is to be

put in in English, you have a virtual clause (or phrase) in the Hebrew.

Perhaps it is a little bit more complicated than that, to cover all cases, but that

is the general idea.

The conversive vav

Now comes the really difficult bit, the bug-bear that complicates everything.

In English, a sentence very often begins with the subject, followed by the verb.

In Classical Hebrew, at least in narrative and in speeches, since the verb mostly

comes before the subject, it is very often the first word in the clause, so that we

find the vav attached to a verb. In some cases this does not matter, but in most

cases it does, and it affects the meaning. Whatever happens, it does not, as we were

taught, convert a past to a future and a future to a past, even though it sometimes

looks like that.

If the verb is an infinitive or participle, or gerund or imperative, or even an

optative, nothing much happens. But if the verb is in the indicative, that is to say

if it is a perfective or imperfective, adding a vav as a prefix causes trouble. And

complex trouble at that.

First we will deal with the perfective. Adding a vav prefix to a perfective turns

the verb into imperfective. (There is no logic in this.) Note that it does not turn

‘past into future’ but perfective aspect into imperfective. At the same time, we

cannot apply the prefix in the normal way to an imperfective. So we have to work

backwards. If we want an imperfective, but it is going to be the first word in the
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clause, then we must use the perfective instead, with a vav. The imperfective has

various uses, such as a future tense, or a repeated tense, or a strong command – it

makes no difference which, if it needs a vav before it, then the perfective is used

instead, and the perfective with the vav attached, called a conversive vav, is

converted into an imperfective, for whatever use is required.

Perfective: Lf DÆ KßL]
Imperfective: ¼ÆÃf DÐ Hf or Lf DÆ KßLÐ DÊ as required. (It is not an option).

The accent may be pushed towards the end of the word, but do not worry about

that here.

So far, so good. Difficult? That’s nothing compared to what’s coming.

An ordinary vav prefix cannot be added to the imperfective. (Later we will come

to the optative, which is derived from the imperfective and often looks like it. An

ordinary vav prefix can be added to the optative, and does not affect it, but not to

an imperfective.)

What you can do is to add a vav prefix that has a patach vowel underneath it and

insert a dagesh into the next letter, which is one of the four Õ ß Î Å. If it is an

aleph, there is no dagesh, and the patach becomes a kamets; if it is a yod the

dagesh is sometimes omitted. But that is not all. When you do this to an

imperfective, you may have to modify the latter by lengthening or shortening it and

perhaps changing a vowel or two, not to mention moving the accent. By the time

you have finished, your imperfective is not always easy to recognise! When you

have done all that, you get what we euphemistically call the ‘imperfective with

conversive vav’ which then behaves in all respects like a perfective.

Once again, if we want to use a perfective, but a vav is required, we have to

work backwards. We have to take the imperfective and add to it the conversive vav

(with all the rules given in the last paragraph), and we get in effect a perfective, for

whatever use is required. To take a fairly simple (?) case that does not cause too

much trouble, unlike many that do, we have

Imperfective: ¼ÆÃf DÐ Hf
Perfective: Lf DÆ KßL] or ¼ÆÃf DÐ HfKÊ as required. (It is not an option).

Now let us combine the two, and we see that for all purposes we have

Perfective: Lf DÆ KßL] or ¼ÆÃf DÐ HfKÊ as required (not an option).

Imperfective: ¼ÆÃf DÐ Hf or Lf DÆ KßLÐ DÊ as required (not an option).

This applies in all cases, so wherever we talk about the use of the perfective, we

automatically include with it the imperfective with conversive vav; and wherever

we talk about the use of the imperfective we automatically include with it the
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perfective with conversive vav. Just as the imperfective alone is used among other

things for a future tense and for a repeated tense (past, present or future), so the

perfective with conversive vav is used among the same other things for a future

tense or for a repeated tense (past, present or future).

Whose bright idea it was in the first place nobody knows. Do not blame Moses,

it was already accepted long before his time, and he (and his successors) had no

option but to use it. If, as Rashi suggests, Adam spoke the language in the Garden

of Eden and already used the conversive vav, he deserved to be thrown out of the

Garden for that alone!

Not always the first word

Remember, all this trouble only occurs when the verb is the first word in the

clause. (If you have a string of verbs connected together, each is a clause on its

own and you have a string of clauses, each of which must begin with a vav. If the

verb is in the indicative the vav must be conversive, otherwise it is not.)

Unfortunately in most simple clauses the verb is the first word, but here are a few

examples of cases where it is not, and where the conversive vav is not used:

(a) When the object is put before the verb for emphasis, the vav is added to the

object or to the ¼ß JÅ that precedes it.

(b) When the subject is put before the verb (to indicate contrast or to indicate

a relative tense), the vav is added to the subject.

(c) An adverb or adverbial phrase may open the clause and accept the vav.

(d) Where another conjunction (e.g. ¼Ý JIFÅ or ¼Ò HÅ or ¼Î H]) opens the clause the vav

is not always needed.

(e) In a negative clause, ¼ÅWÑ always precedes the verb and, unless there is

another word (never a verb) before it, it accepts the vav. There is never a

conversive vav in a negative clause.

(f) After an infinitive used for emphasis. In such a case, even the infinitive does

not always take a vav.

Summary

The first word in a clause must (normally) have a vav attached, often even at the

beginning of a book (e.g. Ruth, Esther). If the first word of the clause happens (as

in most cases) to be a verb in the perfective or imperfective, the vav becomes

conversive, so to get an imperfective meaning you must use a perfective verb with

the conversive vav, and vice-versa.
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FORMING THE TENSES

Now we can continue from where we left off in chapter 5, and show how

Hebrew tenses are formed.

First the simple tenses

An ordinary past tense I ate (aorist, preterite or what you will) is expressed by

the perfective alone, or by the imperfective with a conversive vav, and the subject,

if any, follows the verb.

¼ÉÃ×UÝ Kb ¼× KÓÃLI ¼ÅWÑ DÊ ¼ÉÃ×UÝ Kb Æ IÑ ¼È KT DÐH[KÊ
An ordinary future tense I will eat is expressed by the imperfective alone or

the perfective with conversive vav, and the subject if any usually follows the verb.

¼É JÈ LL KÉ ¼Å¼Î HÛ¼D ¼f ¼ÆKÝ ¼× KÝJË ¼Ò¼Î H×UVUÝ KÙ DÛ ¼ÝÃÅ DÎ KÉ ¼ÚKÝ LI DÊ
This is not too difficult.

Next the repeat tenses

The usual way of expressing repeated action – I used to eat, I eat, I will (more

than once) eat is by the imperfective alone or the perfective with conversive vav,

exactly as the simple future, except that the repeated action need not be in the

future. Again, the subject, if any, follows the verb.

¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼Ý KÆLÇ DÊ ¼D ¼ÈLÎ ¼É JIÃÓ ¼Ò¼ÎVÝLÎ ¼Ý JIFÅK] ¼ÉLÎ LÉ DÊ
Three verbs in a row, all in effect imperfectives, and all expressing repeated

action in the past.

[Incidentally, when translating the Hebrew into Aramaic, which has

tenses, Onkelos is careful to distinguish repeated action from the simple

future.]

For a repeated action in the present, optionally the participle may be used, as

often in the Psalms.

¼Ô¼D¼Î DÆ JÅ ¼Ò¼ÎVÝLÎ ¼ßÃb DI KÅ IÓ B ¼Ñ LV ¼ÝLÙ L× IÓ ¼Ò¼Î HÜ IÓ illustrates both methods.

Then the relative tenses

For a completed action I had eaten, I have eaten, I will have eaten (pluperfect,

present-perfect, and future-perfect tenses), the perfective is used, with the subject

preceding the verb – there must be one. What counts is the relative time of the

action – the background time (whether the state of affairs as a result of the action
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is in the past, present or future) is irrelevant.

Abimelech had not approached her LÉ¼Î JÑ IÅ ¼Æ KÝ LÜ ¼ÅWÑ ¼E JÑ JÓ¼Î HÆFÅKÊ
In the following, for comparison, we have used (invented) negative verbs to

avoid the complications of the conversive vav. Compare

David did not eat the bread . . . . . . . ¼Ò JÌ Ĵ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼ÈHÊ LV ¼Ñ KÐ LÅ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ
David had not eaten the bread . . . . . . ¼Ò JÌ Ĵ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ñ KÐ LÅ ¼ÅWÑ ¼ÈHÊ LÈ DÊ
He did not eat the bread . . . . . . . . . . ¼Ò JÌ Ĵ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ñ KÐ LÅ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ
He had not eaten the bread . . . . . . . . ¼Ò JÌ Ĵ KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ñ KÐ LÅ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ

Note the need in the last example to insert a pronoun, to distinguish it from

the previous one.

Had (not) is a past perfect or pluperfect. Has (not) would be an ordinary perfect,

or present perfect. Both are expressed in the same way, and the overall context

makes it clear which is meant.

For an example of a future perfect, we find in Lev. 9:4

‘will have appeared’ . . . . . . . . . ¼ÒJÐ¼Î IÑFÅ ¼É LÅUÝHÕ É

For an action not yet commenced, one about to take place (the ‘intended’) I

was about to eat, I am about to eat, I will be about to eat, again the background

time does matter.

If it is in the past I was about to eat, the imperfective is used, with the subject

before the verb, and generally also ¼ÒJÝ JÍ. When this extra word is used, they were

not always too fussy about putting in a pronoun to make sure that there is a subject

(as with the perfect above).

They were about to lie down:

Jos. 2:8 ¼Ô¼X ¼Æ L] DIHÎ ¼ÒJÝ JÍ ¼É L_ IÉ DÊ but Gen. 19:4 just ¼X ¼Æ L] DJHÎ ¼ÒJÝ JÍ.

A word about ¼Ò JÝ JÍ. It means ‘yet’ or ‘still’, and is only used in a context such

as this. ‘They were yet about to lie down.’ In English we say ‘they had NOT yet

lain down’, the reason being that we also change the tense, and use a past instead

of a future. It is not correct to translate ¼ÒJÝ JÍ as ‘not yet’, it means ‘yet’. However,

when we translate the entire clause, we may change the tense and use ‘not yet’.

When the time is the present, and we are dealing with an intended action I am

about to eat, an alternative is to use ¼É Ì HÉ followed by the subject and then the

participle. This is why in Ex. 9:3 the present participle of the verb ‘to be’ has to

be used:

G-d’s arm is about to be against your livestock ¼F DÕ DÜ HÓ DT ¼ÉLÎ¼D ¼É É ¼ÈKÎ ¼É Ì HÉ
Without the participle, ¼F DÕ DÜ HÓ DT É ¼ÈKÎ ¼É Ì HÉ would be a description of an existing

state of affairs, that the livestock was already being attacked, not that it was about

to be attacked.
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When the time is in the future, I will be about to eat is not a form that anyone

is normally likely to use – we have merely mentioned its theoretical existence to

complete the pattern. However we do find it in Ex. 30:12 SSS ¼I ¼ÅÃÝ ¼ß JÅ ¼Å LL Hß ¼Î H] ‘When

you are (= will be) about to call up ... ’ a case too complex to explain here.

Finally, a concurrent or continuous action I was eating, I am eating, I will be

eating, is expressed by the participle preceded by the subject. This is strictly not

a tense but a participle phrase; however we may convert it to a tense.

¼Ñ JÉÃÅ LÉ ¼Ì Kß Jb ¼Æ IIÂÎ ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ SSSSS ¼Ê¼Î LÑ IÅ ¼ÅLÝI[KÊ
‘He appeared to him .... he sitting at the entrance’, which we would prefer to

render as ‘while he was sitting at the entrance’.

The verb ‘to be’ must sometimes be inserted when translating into English:

¼Å¼Ê HÉ KÉ ¼ß I× LT SSSSS ¼E JÑ JÓ SSSSS ¼Ü LÑ LÆ¼X ‘Balak [being] king at that time’, or ‘Now Balak

was king at that time’ (‘was’ being a continuous tense and not a single action).

Note that the subject is sometimes put before the verb for contrast, or even

(rarely) for emphasis. Also in poetry and in conversation the rules of word-order

are not always obeyed. There are also other exceptions.
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THE PARTICIPLE

At this point it is worth giving a reminder that this book is not intended to be

comprehensive. The rules given are not all universal, and there are often

exceptions. All that is claimed for the rules is that they cover the vast majority of

cases, and that they do so far better than any other set of rules given in most if not

all other grammar books in cases where they do not follow those given there. They

also lead to a better understanding of the mentality and outlook behind the

language, so that one can begin to understand the language from their point of view

(the people who used to use it) instead of from our modern one.

Participle phrases

A participle in any language is a verbal adjective. It behaves like an adjective

in describing a noun, but like a verb it can take an object. ¼Ý IÓ¼DWI means ‘guarding’,

and ‘guarding the house’ is ¼ßHÎ KT KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼I.

Now a Hebrew adjective may be used alone with a noun implied, for instance

¼Ñ¼D¼ÈLU KÉ can mean ‘the big [one]’. Likewise as the participle ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼Þ means ‘guarding’,

¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼J KÉ can mean ‘the guarding one’ where English would use a relative clause ‘the

one who guards’. The participle does not produce a clause, because it is not really

a finite verb, but produces a phrase which replaces a clause. So ‘the man who is

guarding (or guards) the house’ ¼ßHÎ KT KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼J ¼Ý JIFÅ ¼I¼Î HÅ LÉ can be replaced by ‘the

man the guarding the house’ ¼ßHÎ KT KÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼J KÉ ¼I¼Î HÅ LÉ. [Incidentally, since the Hebrew

participle has no tense, as explained below, it could also be ‘the man who was

guarding the house’.] The participle phrase here replaces a relative clause.

A participle phrase can also replace a temporal clause, as less often in English.

Here are some examples:

‘Walking along the road, he saw a dog’,

equivalent to ‘As he walked (or while he was walking) along the road, he saw ...’

‘He applied the brakes, the wheel flying off as he slowed down’,

equivalent to ‘and the wheel flew off as he slowed down’.

¼Ñ JÉÃÅ LÉ ¼Ì Kß Jb ¼Æ IIÂÎ ¼Å¼X ¼É DÊ ‘he sitting at the entrance-area of the tent’ i.e. while he

was sitting outside the tent.

These participle phrases are very popular in Classical Hebrew. We saw at the

end of the last chapter how they are used instead of continuous tenses. They form

a very neat construction, reducing the complexity of sub-subordinate clauses,

clauses all one inside the other, (‘the man took the matches in order to burn the
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paper which he had found’) the bugbear of languages like Latin or German. By

using participle phrases and (which come later) gerund phrases, Classical Hebrew

goes out of its way to avoid these and to keep things relatively simple.

The noun derived from the participle

As explained earlier, a participle is a verbal adjective, and just as ¼Ñ¼D¼ÈLU KÉ can

mean ‘the big [one]’, ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼J KÉ can mean ‘the guarding [one]’ with an implied noun.

This in turn may become a pure noun ‘the guard’, and working backwards ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼I
comes to mean ‘a guard’. Here the participle ‘guarding’ leads to the noun ‘a guard’

which has the same form ( ¼Ý IÓ¼D ¼I) in the active. So Hebrew derives a noun from the

participle to refer not to the action but to the doer of it. This is not a use of the

participle as such, but of a noun derived from it.

On the other hand, in the passive, at least in the normal stretch, the form of the

noun differs slightly from that of the participle, the vav being replaced by a yod.

¼È¼X ¼Ü Lb is ‘appointed’ while ¼È¼Î HÜ Lb is an appointed person; ¼É LÅ¼X¼Õ DK is ‘hated’ (fem.

sing.), while ¼É LÅ¼ÎHÕ DK is a hated woman. But the issue is complicated, because a

participle, like an adjective, can be used with an imaginary noun that is

‘understood’. As ¼É LÑ¼D¼È DU KÉ can mean ‘the big [one]’ so ¼É LÅ¼X¼Õ DL KÉ can mean ‘the hated

[one]’. In Deut. 21:15 both forms are found. The first is the participle used as a

noun ( ¼É LÅ¼X¼Õ DLKÑ), the second is the noun derived from the participle ( ¼É LÅ¼ÎHÕ DL KÉ). Each

means the same thing, expressed in a different way. In English you might talk about

‘the victimised [people]’ (participle) or ‘the victims’ (noun).

The voice and tense of the participle

A participle can be active or passive (or for that matter middle) and in other

languages can be present, so-called past (strictly speaking perfect) or so-called

future (strictly speaking ‘intended’). To make this clear, let us look at the English:

Active: present eating

perfect having eaten

intended being about to eat

Passive: present being eaten

perfect (having been) eaten

intended about to be eaten

Now only two of these are formed in English without auxiliaries, and it is usual

in most languages when other forms die out for these two to remain: the present in

the active (eating), and the perfect in the passive (eaten).
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The Hebrew participle has no tense attached to it, so it can be any of the three,

and where this is likely to cause difficulty the participle has to be avoided; but

usually the active participle is present, and the passive participle is past. This is not

necessarily the case.

In the normal stretch, the active (kal) has one participle ( ¼Æ IßÃ]), and the passive

has two – one being the genuine passive, which has no name, and of which only

the participle remains ( ¼Æ¼X ¼ßL]), and the other that of the middle (nif’al) which is

used as a passive ( ¼Æ Lf DÐHÕ). [The modern tendency to use the true passive as a perfect

and the nif’al form as a present has no basis in Classical grammar.]

There are important cases where the tenses are not as stated. For instance we

saw how after ¼ÉÌ HÉ the active participle is the intended (so-called ‘future’). There

are at least two words whose active participle is usually perfect (‘past’).

One is the verb ÑÙÕ, which in the normal stretch has three principle meanings:

to fall, to desert (to the enemy) and to fall down dead (especially, but not only, in

battle). In the last meaning, the active participle ( ¼Ñ IÙÂÕ) occurs quite often, not as a

present (‘falling’) but as a perfect active participle (‘having fallen’). One example

is in Deut. 21:1, but there are many other examples in later books. It is interesting

to note that the English perfect (or past) participle, which is normally passive, is

in this case also used as a perfect active – ‘fallen’ meaning ‘having fallen’. We talk

of the men ‘fallen in battle’.

Another word is, surprisingly, the verb ßDÓ meaning ‘to die’. The participle is

¼ß IÓ. The expression ¼ß IÓ ¼Î HÐÂÕ LÅ ¼É Ì HÉ according to what we have already discussed (as

well as common sense) means ‘I am about to die’, i.e. the participle is intended

(‘future’). But in other contexts the word is perfect active, meaning ‘having died’

or ‘dead’. It is not a pure adjective meaning ‘dead’, but the participle of the verb

used as a past or perfect active participle. Hence ¼Î KÌ and ¼ß IÓ are both participles.

[Footnote. English has a passive participle even for verbs that have no passive.

In itself this has no meaning, but is used with the auxiliary ‘have’ to form the

active perfect tense, e.g. from ‘rise’ the passive participle is ‘risen’ which produces

the active perfect tense ‘I have risen’ and participle ‘having risen’.]
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CONJUGATIONS

Those who have studied Latin or French will have met the word ‘conjugation’

used in two different senses. One is, as we have used it in earlier chapters, to

describe a process, the inflexion of a verb, as against the inflexion of a noun which

is called ‘declension’. (There is really no need for this difference, but it is there.)

The other is to describe a pattern formed as the outcome of applying that process

to a particular group of verbs. Different groups of verbs, depending on the root,

form different patterns, and these are known as the first conjugation, the second

conjugation and so on.

There is no reason why we should not, by analogy, apply the same to Hebrew.

(But it should NOT be used to describe the binyanim, where there is no analogy.)

In Hebrew there are three main groups, with major differences. And within each

there are various sub-groups with minor differences. Now we do not want, and do

not need, thirty-six or fifty-seven conjugations; it would be too much to expect

anyone to remember which is which, never mind how they work. So we are content

with just three, one for each of the three main groups.

Within each group there are the regular verbs which follow the fundamental

pattern of the group.

Then there are the semiregular verbs, which follow certain sub-rules for

modifying the forms, depending on the letters of the root. (For instance, if the

middle letter of the root of a verb is a resh, and a certain form demands a strong

dagesh in the middle letter, which a resh cannot take, then there is no dagesh in the

middle letter of that verb, but the previous vowel is changed instead.) If you learn

the regular, you do not have to learn any of the semi-regulars in full, only the parts

that are modified – and often not even that, just the principle involved in the

modification. The same rules for semi-regulars apply through all three conjugations.

Finally there are irregular verbs, not too many, which have to be learned

individually as they break all the rules.

At this stage we are not discussing the details of the inflexion of any particular

verb, but to give a rough idea in advance, the three conjugations are as follows:

First conjugation. Verbs whose roots are such that they do not come in the

other two.

Second conjugation. Verbs whose middle root letter is vav or yod, or whose last

two root letters are identical. Examples ÆÆÖ ÒÎK ÒÊÜ.

Third conjugation. Verbs whose last root letter is a silent hey, representing a

vav or yod, e.g. ÉÑÇ.
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In general the rules that modify the semi-regulars are rules that apply to letters

of the alphabet and how they behave in certain circumstances.

What we are considering here is not how the actual forms of individual verbs are

created, but the fundamental concepts, what sort of forms are available and how

they are used.
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THE OPTATIVE (AND IMPERATIVE)

Moods of the finite verb

The optative, which occurs very very frequently, is usually ignored in grammar

books, or else treated in a very off-handed manner, and never really explained

properly, perhaps because it is seldom understood.

In different languages there are different ‘moods’ which express different

functions of the verb. Depending on the language, these may include the imperative

for commands; the optative for wishes and hopes; the jussive for commands for

which the imperative is not used; the cohortative for self-encouragement; the

subjunctive for subordinate clauses, and so on. Do not try to remember all these,

we will not use them. All of these are moods other than the indicative (which we

have met and which is used for plain statements). Now in Hebrew, there is no

subjunctive, and all the others (except the imperative) use the same form. We are

not concerned with giving fancy names like the above for the different functions

and meanings (as most grammarians do), but one name for the form of the verb.

The most appropriate is the optative, which covers all the others. We then have

three moods of the finite verb:

The indicative (which has two aspects, each of which suffers through the

conversive vav).

The optative, which this chapter is mainly about.

The imperative (which replaces the optative in certain cases, as explained

below).

Unlike in other languages, there is no variation of aspect or tense in the optative

or the imperative.

Form of the optative

So far, when dealing with the parts of the verb we have not considered their

form. Since you are not a beginner in Hebrew you will, at least with regular verbs,

recognise them and know what we are talking about. Not so the optative, very few

people recognise it or even realise that it exists, so we must discuss its form.

It is derived from the imperfective, and resembles it very closely. In most but

not all cases it is identical to it in form. Let us assume that we have an

imperfective and wish to make a optative from it. We need to know the person and

number, and are concerned as to whether they involve suffixes or not.

If there is a suffix, nothing can be done, it remains as it is, indistinguishable in
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form from the imperfective.

The second person singular feminine and the second and third persons plural all

have suffixes, e.g.

¼ÉLÕ DÆÃf DÐ Hf ¼X ¼Æ Df DÐHÎ ¼X ¼Æ Df DÐ Hf ¼Î HÆ Df DÐ Hf
These apply to all verbs, regular, semi-regular and irregular, in every stretch and

every voice. So in all these cases the optative is identical in form to the

imperfective. Often, however, it can be easily recognised, as a non-conversive vav

may be attached to it, and this is not allowed with the imperfective.

We are left with

(a) the first person, singular and plural. These are if possible lengthened.

(b) the second person masculine singular, and third persons masculine and

feminine singular. These are if possible shortened.

In this section, to avoid having to write out the list each time, we will talk about

the 1st, meaning (a) above, and the 2nd/3rd meaning (b) above. We do not include

those forms with suffixes which we eliminated earlier.

The 1st is lengthened by adding a kamets then (, and this may involve

shortening the previous vowel.

¼ÆÃf DÐ JÅ becomes ¼É LÆ Df DÐ JÅ, ¼Æ IfKÐFÅ becomes ¼É LÆ DfKÐFÅ, but ¼Æ¼Î Hf DÐ KÅ becomes ¼É LÆ¼Î Hf DÐ KÅ.

This is possible in all verbs of the first and second conjugations, but not in those

of the third conjugation where the form ends in a vowel followed by a silent É. So

¼ÉJÕ DÙ JÅ remains unchanged.

The 2nd/3rd is shortened by shortening the last vowel or dropping something off

at the end.

In the first conjugation, this is possible ONLY in the active causative (hif’il)

where a hirik becomes a tserey. Thus ¼Ñ¼ÎVVHDÆKÎ becomes ¼ÑIV DÆKÎ.
In the second conjugation,

(i) if the last two letters are identical (e.g. ÆÆÖ) it is not possible at all;

(ii) if the middle letter is yod or vav it happens in both simple and causative

active (kal, hif’il).

¼Ò¼X ¼ÜLÎ becomes ¼ÒÃÜLÎ, ¼Ò¼Î HÜLÎ becomes ¼Ò IÜLÎ, and ¼Ò¼Î HKLÎ becomes ¼Ò IKLÎ.

In the third conjugation there are lots of possibilities, and the optative can easily

be distinguished from the imperfective in the 2nd/3rd, though never in the 1st.

Examples of third conjugation optatives are

SSSSS ¼ÑJÇ Hf ¼\ DÆ If DT DI Hf ¼ÑKU DßHÎ ¼ÑKÇ DÎ ¼ÑJÇJÎ ¼ÑLUHÎ ¼ÑJÇHÎ ¼Ñ K×KÎ ¼È KÌHÎ ¼\ DÆIÎ DT DIHÎ

In the negative, the optative always uses ¼Ñ KÅ instead of ¼ÅWÑ.
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Uses of the optative

The optative has two main uses.

1] The true ‘optative’ (from Latin optare = wish). Not a statement of fact, but

an expression of something that you desire to happen. It may be a hope or a wish,

self-exhortation, a request or a command.

Sometimes we find a whole string of optatives in succession. We even find it in

the prayers: ÈIÜ LbHÎ DÊ ¼ÝIÐLYHÎ DÊ ¼× KÓ LJHÎ DÊ ¼É JÛ LÝIÎ DÊ ¼É JÅLÝIÎ DÊ K×¼ÎHUKÎ DÊ ¼Å¼D ¼ÆLÎ DÊ ¼É JÑF×KÎ, except that the first one

should be ¼Ñ K×KÎ, while K×¼ÎHUKÎ DÊ should be K×IUKÎ DÊ (or perhaps ¼×KUKÎ DÊ) followed by ¼Ú LÝIÎ DÊ ¼ÅLÝIÎ DÊ.
Either the person who composed the prayer, or the printer who ‘corrected’ it, did

not understand the optative properly. [As we have SSSSS ¼Ô¼D ¼Ý DÐHË DÊ ¼X¼ÕIÕ¼D ¼È DÜ HÙ¼X ¼X¼ÕIÕ¼D ¼Ý DÐHË we may

ask why the composer did not write, instead, SSS ¼X ¼×¼ÎHUKÎ DÊ ¼X ¼Å¼D ¼ÆLÎ DÊ ¼X ¼ÑF×KÎ with no problem.]

2] The ‘consecutive’ use. This use of the optative form does not concern a

desire or anything similar, but is used where one verb follows another as a

consequence. It will only apply to the second verb (and sometimes later ones) in

a series, never to the first.

In ‘I will read the book and go to bed’ the second verb is not a consequence of

the first, but in ‘I will go to the shop and bring back some bread’ it is. There may

be a direct implication of consequence (‘I will go to the shop in order to get some

bread’) or just a hint of it, as in the earlier example, but where there is a

consequence the optative is usually used. In many borderline cases it is optional.

It is hard to explain the details concisely, but if you take a text and read it and

look out for the optatives you will soon get the feel of it. You can often recognise

an optative by the (non-conversive) vav prefix, if there is one – you cannot

(normally) fix one onto an imperfective. There is an interesting comparison in 1

Kings 22. In verse 12 ¼E JÑ J_ KÉ ¼ÈKÎ DT É ¼Ô KßLÕ DÊ B ¼ÌKÑ DÛ KÉ DÊ ¼È L× DÑHU ¼ßÃÓLÝ ¼É IÑF×, ‘ Go, and succeed,

and G-d will deliver it ...’ After the two imperatives we have a perfective with

conversive vav, equivalent to an imperfective, used here as a future. A statement

of fact. (In verse 15, Micah mocks them.)

But earlier, in verse 6 ¼E JÑ J_ KÉ ¼ÈKÎ DT ¼Ô IfHÎ DÊ É IÑF× we have an imperative followed by an

optative. It can be interpreted in either of two ways. According to the first use of

the optative it implies a wish or prayer, or something similar: ‘and may G-d deliver

it ...’. According to the second use it is a consequence: ‘Go, so that G-d may

deliver it ...’. You can take your choice in interpreting verse 6, but in neither case

does it mean quite the same as verse 12.
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The imperative

An exception to the first use of the optative given above is for a direct command

or request in the second person only, and only in positive sentences. Here the

imperative, approximately an abbreviation of the optative, is used instead. The

imperative exists only in the second person (masc. and fem., sing. and plur.); is

found in active and middle voices but never in the passive; and is never used in the

negative (where the optative is used).

[The last is similar in English, where the positive imperative exists, but for the

negative only one word is allowed to use it – ‘do’, and even then only as an an

auxiliary. The old English ‘Go not there!’ is no longer permissible. We cannot even

say ‘Do not that’, but have to say ‘Do not do that’.]

In Mishnaic and Modern Hebrew they reverted to using the optative instead of

the imperative even for direct positive commands, but somehow things got muddled

up, as people failed to understand and recognise the optative, so they use(d) the

imperfective instead! (But with ¼Ñ KÅ for the negative!)

Request versus command

A request is often: distinguished from a command by ‘toning it down’ in one of

the following ways:

1) by following the imperative (or optative) with ¼ÅLÕ (corresponding

approximately to our ‘please’).

In a negative request (where, as explained, the imperative is not

used) ¼ÅLÕ follows ¼Ñ KÅ, hyphened, before the optative. So ‘Please

return’ is ¼ÅLÕ? ¼Æ¼X ¼I (for ¼ÅLÕ? ¼ÆWI Lf), ‘Please do not return’ is ¼ÆWI Lß ¼ÅLÕ? ¼Ñ KÅ.

2) by following the imperative (or optative) with ¼F DÑ (or a variant ¼ÒJÐLÑ B ¼ELÑ etc.

as appropriate),

e.g. ¼ÒJÐLÑ ¼X¼Õ Db B ¼F DÑ ¼ÌKÑ DI B ¼F DÑ ¼E JÑ
(compare the English yourself in ‘get yourself a cup of tea’);

3) by preceding it with ÒXÜ. e.g. ¼Ñ IÅ ¼ß¼Î IT ¼É IÑF× ¼Ò¼X ¼Ü
4) For a request (but not a command) in the masculine singular the form is often

lengthened, and we find the forms:

É LÆXI B ¼É LÆ DÐ HI B ¼É LÝ DÓ LI instead of ¼ÅLÕ ÆXI B ¼ÅLÕ ¼ÆKÐ DI B ¼ÅLÕ ¼ÝÃÓ DI.
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Formation of the imperative

There is a great deal of misunderstanding about the formation of the imperative.

After reading the following, look at the tables and you will see how it is formed

directly from the optative (and not directly from the imperfective or the gerund).

Basically, the imperative is formed from the optative simply by dropping the

initial ß prefix.

However, in the ‘middle’ forms and in the extensive (or causative) an initial

prefix É appeared in the imperfective (in Biblical Aramaic it still appears) and

hence in the optative, but was then dropped. In such cases, in the imperative the ß
was dropped first, and the É remains.

Thus in the optative, ¼Æ IfK] Dß HÉ Df B ¼Æ IßL] HÉ Df became shortened to ¼Æ IfK] Dß Hf B ¼Æ IßL] Hf
but in the imperative they became ¼Æ IfK] Dß HÉ B ¼Æ IßL] HÉ.

Likewise, in the optative ¼Î HÆ¼Î Hf DÐ KÉ Df B ¼Æ If DÐ KÉ Df became ¼Î HÆ¼Î Hf DÐ Kf B ¼Æ If DÐ Kf
but in the imperative they became ¼Î HÆ¼Î Hf DÐ KÉ B ¼Æ If DÐ KÉ.

Otherwise,

(i) In the active kal forms, there is a change of vowels in the feminine singular and

masculine plural where needed to avoid a double sheva at the beginning of a word.

¼X ¼Æj B¼Î HÆ DßH], even XÈj B¼ÎVÈ DÓ H×, but before a hataf XÜj B¼ÎVÜF× KÛ.

These need to be learned.

(ii) As an exception, in the masculine singular (but not in the feminine plural) of

verbs with middle root letter vav or yad, in the kal (active) the long form remains:

¼Ò¼Î HK BÆXI BÒXÜ (not ¼Ò IK B ¼ÆWI B ¼ÒÃÜ).

(iii) In the masculine singular only, a suffix ¼ÉL? (with vowel change) may be

added for a request, see above.
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INFINITIVE AND GERUND

Infinitive

The infinitive (in any language) may be regarded as the name of the verb. It may

or may not have other uses, which vary from one language to another. In Hebrew

the infinitive is also the best way of naming the verb for a very special reason:

Hebrew verbs (nearly) all have three-letter roots, but in the course of inflexion

some of these letters may drop out. Sometimes you are left with only one letter of

the root (e.g. Num. 22:23 ¼Í IfKÊ from the root ÉÍÕ). The kal (simple active) infinitive

always* shows the three letters of the root clearly, and therefore should be used to

name the verb. There is a modern tendency to use the gerund, or the perfective, and

these lead to confusion and problems. All you have to remember is that it is the

name of the verb, and what the infinitive means is something else. It does not

correspond in meaning or in use with the English infinitive.

(* The only exception is with verbs where the middle letter is yod, which may

appear in the infinitive as vav. It is therefore customary with verbs of the second

conjugation, where the middle letter is either vav or yod, to use the gerund instead.

This clearly differentiates between vav and yod

e.g. Infinitive ÒDK ÒDÜ Gerund ¼Ò¼Î HK ¼Ò¼X ¼Ü.)

The Hebrew infinitive is, as in most languages, invariable. There is no inflexion

of it, it cannot take prefixes or suffixes or change its vowel. There is an infinitive

for every stretch and voice that exists, i.e. up to seven for each verb. In addition,

there is a choice between two forms for the pi’el (the grammar books give the very

rare form ¼ÆÃfK], but we usually find ¼Æ IfK]), and there are two different forms for the

nif’al, which are used on different occasions.

What is the infinitive used for? It is NOT used instead of the gerund, as in

English (as will be explained below) but has three special uses:

1. It is used together with an indicative (perfective or imperfective) for emphasis.

This is met with at least in the Torah fairly often.

[Note that here the simple active (kal) infinitive is often (but not usually) used

regardless of the stretch or voice of the main verb, e.g. B¼ØKÝÃÍ ¼ØÃÝ LÍ B ¼Ñ IÜ LaHÎ ¼ÑÃÜ LÖ
¼É LÍ DÍ¼D ¼Ó Dß HÉ ¼Í¼D ¼Ó.]

2. It is on very rare occasions used instead of an imperative, particularly with

the verbs ÝÓI and ÝÐË. These, though rare, are important because of the Ten
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Commandments and other occurrences, but otherwise the beginner can ignore this.

(There is indeed doubt as to whether even on these occasions the infinitive is used

instead of an imperative, and it may simply be a shortened form of the ‘strong

command’ use of the imperfective, which we have not yet come to, i.e. ¼ÝÃÐLË is short

for ¼ÝÃ] DË Hf ¼ÝÃÐLË.)
3. It is on rare occasions used instead of a participle, e.g. ¼D ¼ßÃÅ ¼Ô¼D ¼ßLÕ DÊ (Gen. 41:43)

‘putting him’; and especially in the infinitive ¼EWÑ LÉ which is then followed by

another infinitive,

e.g. ¼ÉÃÐ LÆ¼X ¼EWÑ LÉ B K×ÃÖLÕ DÊ ¼EWÑ LÉ B ¼Æ¼D ¼ILÊ ¼EWÑ LÉ etc.

This idiomatic use is not easy to translate or even to understand, and is not for

the beginner.

To summarise, the main use of the infinitive in practice is for emphasis, and we

use it to name the verb.

Gerund

The gerund is a verbal noun, and in some ways parallels the participle which is

a verbal adjective. The gerund is a noun and behaves like one, yet it can take an

object like a verb.

The gerund encapsulates the concept of the specific verb. If the verb describes

an action as taking place, the gerund abstracts the action as a concept (writing,

destroying). Likewise if the verb describes a state of affairs (e.g. sit), the gerund

abstracts and names that state of affairs (sitting). Where English uses the infinitive

(instead of the gerund), Hebrew does not use the infinitive, it uses the gerund.

Here we come across a real difficulty in explaining a concept in English, not (as

with ‘stretch’) because English lacks terminology and not (as with the conversive

vav) because the concept is difficult, but because English has a peculiar problem

of its own. In other languages, while the gerund may get confused with the

infinitive, it is quite distinct from the participle, but in English they have the same

form – both end in -ing.

It is not easy for an English speaker to tell the difference. The best way, when

you meet a word ending in -ing which is one of these two, is to try a substitution.

Try to substitute an infinitive – if it works, it is a gerund; for example ‘I like

eating’ ‘I like to eat’.

Try to substitute a noun – if it works it is a gerund; for example ‘I like eating’

‘I like music’.

Try to substitute an adjective – if it works it is a participle; for example ‘He is

singing’ ‘He is big’.
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These do not always work so you have to concentrate hard to decide, until you

get used to it.

As with Latin and many other languages, English often uses the infinitive instead

of the gerund. Sometimes this is compulsory, sometimes optional, sometimes

unacceptable, and there are no logical rules, it depends on usage. Consider the

following three:

I want cake, I like cake, I enjoy cake.

They may mean slightly different things, but grammatically they are the same.

Now consider the following:

1 (a) I want to eat cake . . . . (b) I want eating cake

2 (a) I like to eat cake . . . . (b) I like eating cake

3 (a) I enjoy to eat cake . . . . (b) I enjoy eating cake

Both 1(b) and 3(a) are unacceptable, and foreigners can never understand why.

In 1 we can only use (a), in 3 we can only use (b), but in 2 we can use either! Yet

all three are really the same!

Let us get this clear, and stress once again, Hebrew only uses the gerund. The

infinitive is for something else (as mentioned above).

Absolute and construct

The gerund is a noun, and like all Hebrew nouns it has the property of ‘state’,

meaning that it can be either ‘absolute’ (like a house) or ‘construct’ (like a/the

house of). We assume that the reader is familiar with this characteristic of nouns.

So you can have a gerund absolute and a gerund construct. Each can be with or

without prefixes. An example of the construct is the well-known

¼ÒHÎ LÝ DÛ H_ HÓ ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼ß ¼Å IÛ DT ‘in the goingout of Israel from Egypt’.

This is not so important point in itself, but illustrates the stupidity in this respect

of most grammar books. Because the Hebrew gerund corresponds not only to the

English gerund but also to the English infinitive, they decide to call it not gerund

(which if not easily understood can be explained, and is at least not ambiguous) but

‘infinitive’! How, then, to distinguish between this and the true infinitive? They call

that the ‘infinitive absolute’ and the gerund the ‘infinitive construct’! But as we

have seen, the gerund can be absolute or construct, so you have an infinitive

absolute, an infinitive construct absolute, and an infinitive construct construct!!!!!

If you wish to preserve your sanity (or what is left of it after tackling the

conversive vav), reserve the name ‘infinitive’ for the invariable form mentioned

earlier, which shows the root and has only special uses; and call the gerund the

gerund, even though at times it corresponds to the English infinitive.
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The Gerund Construct

The gerund can be used alone, or with preposition prefixes (Ó Ñ Ð Æ). It can also

take subject and object as nouns or as suffixes. Here are examples of the gerund

in the absolute and construct state.

Absolute: ¼ß¼D ¼Z KÉ DÑ (with no object) to pervert, perverting.

(As a verb with an object ¼Ý La HÅ ¼ÝÃÖ DÅ JÑ, ¼D ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT Jß JÅ ¼Ò¼Î HÜ LÉ.)

Construct: (a) +¼Ò¼D¼È DÖ ¼ß JÅ, *É ¼ß IÌ KI ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ, or ¼Ñ IÅLÝ DKHÎ ¼ß ¼Å IÛ DT (as above), or ¼Ô L_ KÉ ¼ßJÈ JÝ DT
contrast (b) ¼ß¼ÎVÝ DT ¼Ý IÙ LÉ DÑ ¼ß¼D ¼×LÝ Db K×ÃÝ DÙ HT

There is an important difference between the two types of gerund construct. The

noun following the gerund in (a) is subjective and in (b) is objective. Sometimes

it is ambiguous: the old Latin quandary, which applies in English too, is here as

well. They asked what is the meaning of the Latin amor patris (the love of a

father)? Is ‘father’ subjective, i.e. the love felt by a father (for his child), or is it

objective, the love felt (by a child) for his father? Both are ‘the love of a father’.

(‘Love’ is strictly an abstract noun, but it works like a gerund in this respect.)

We see that the Hebrew gerund is also used both ways. This becomes noticeable

when a gerund, like any other noun, takes a pronoun suffix:

(a) subjective ¼D ¼× DÓ LI ¼Î IÝFÌ KÅ ¼W LfUÈVÝ ¼È K× ¼Î Hß ¼Å IÛ D] ¼F Df DÐ JÑ DT
(b) objective ¼F DßẦ K× Ô K× KÓ DÑ ¼W LÌ D̂ KI+ DÑ, ¼D¼È DÆ L× DÑ

We may have to decide from the context whether the suffix (or the associated

noun) is subjective or objective. However, a distinction is made, but only with a

first person singular suffix. If subjective it is as in the example ¼Î Hß ¼Å IÛ D], but if

objective it is as in ¼ÎHÕIÇUÝ LÉ DÑ (instead of ¼ÎHÇUÝ LÉ DÑ). ¼ÎVÝ DÓ LI is my guarding, subjective,

i.e. when I guard another, whereas ¼ÎHÕ IÝ DÓ LI is my guarding, objective, i.e. when

someone else guards me. (The same form is also imperative, ‘guard me!’, but that

is something else. The pronoun ending of an imperative is always objective.)

It is admittedly often uncertain if the gerund is behaving as a construct noun

with an ‘objective’ suffix, or simply as a verb with an object suffix, where the

meaning and the form are the same.

Uses of the gerund

The gerund in Hebrew is used very widely and very frequently. We will not

attempt to list its uses, but state a very important one – to create ‘gerund phrases’

that can be (and in English usually are) replaced by clauses. This is in the same

way that participle phrases can be replaced by clauses. What we said about those

earlier applies even more so here. Gerund phrases are very useful, very neat, and

cut down on the need for subordinate clauses. One use is with ¼Ô K× KÓ DÑ, which can be
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followed either by a finite verb (making a clause) or by a gerund. The word occurs

frequently in Deuteronomy in both usages, e.g. ¼Ò JÐ¼Î IÓ DÎ ¼X ¼TUÝHÎ ¼Ô K× KÓ DÑ B ¼F DßẦ K× ¼Ô K× KÓ DÑ.
Another use of the gerund is in phrases that replace ‘temporal clauses’ (those of

time) by preceding it with a prefix to mean ‘when’. In the above example, ‘in the

going out of Israel from Egypt’ would be better rendered in English as ‘when Israel

went out of Egypt’. Similarly, prepositions meaning ‘before’ or ‘after’ usually

precede the gerund to make a gerund phrase, rather than conjunctions followed by

an indicative. For instance, one finds ‘before/after John’s going’ where English

would prefer ‘before/after John went’.

The various uses of the gerund do not need to be ‘explained’ or even listed, but

noted. Read some text yourself, note the gerunds and how they are used, what they

are used for and how English replaces them – they are generally self-explanatory.

It is worth noting the difference between ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ followed by the gerund and ¼ÒJÝ JÍ
followed by the imperfective. The former means ‘before something or other

happened’. The something-or-other did in fact happen, but this took place earlier.

The latter leaves it open as to whether the something-or-other ever did happen. It

was about to happen when this took place – perhaps it happened afterwards

nevertheless, but perhaps because of this it did not, the intention was abandoned –

compare Gen. 2:5 where the intention was not abandoned with Gen. 19:4 where it

was. After ¼ÎIÕ DÙ HÑ you are sure that the something-or-other did happen.

Here we leave the gerund, but remember to look out for it when reading texts.

NOTE An abstract noun derived from a verb, such as ‘creation’ in the sentence He

enjoys the creation of images, is NOT a gerund, because it cannot take an object

like a verb. Nor is ‘creating’ in He enjoys the creating of images a gerund.

However, ‘creating’ in the sentence He enjoys creating images is a gerund. A

derived abstract noun, describing the concept of a verb rather than the action itself,

is popular in Rabbinic and Modern but not in Clasical Hebrew. Some teachers

unfortunately refer to this incorrectly as a gerund, confusing the two. A gerund is

a verbal noun, a noun that is part of, and not derived from, a verb. In English, Latin

and many other languages it is often replaced by the infinitive – He likes to create

images, but never He likes the to create of images! [If you refer to the image itself

as ‘a creation’, that is a concrete noun, something different altogether.]

Summary

In Hebrew (unlike English) the infinitive and the gerund are totally different

things and there is no connection between them except that they are from the

same verb. The Hebrew gerund often corresponds to the English infinitive.
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MAIN USES OF THE IMPERFECTIVE

The imperfective (and likewise the perfective with conversive vav) has three

principal uses, two of which we have already considered.

1. To indicate the future tense.

¼Å¼Î HÆ LÅ +ÈÌÅ ×ÇÕ ÈÊ×, I will bring (fact decided, not intention, so not optative).

¼ÉLÎ LÉ DÊ It will be.

2. To indicate a repetitive tense. In this it takes over from the ‘original’ meaning

of the intensive stretch.

D ¼Ñ ¼É LÍLÕ DÊ ¼Ñ JÉÃÅ LÉ ¼ß JÅ ¼Ì KdHÎ ¼É JIÃÓ¼X Moses used to take the tent and used to pitch it

(i.e. took the tent and pitched it, every day)

¼ÉJÊFÌ Kf DIHÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ ¼× KÝ DÐHÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Î KÐGVUÝ LÓ¼X Mordecai did not kneel and did not bow (each of

several times).

(‘kneel’ and ‘bow’ may not be accurate but the grammar is.)

3. Instead of the imperative:

(a) For a strong command. It may be made even stronger by adding an infinitive.

¼Ý IÌ KÅ Dß ¼ÅWÑ SSS F Dß LÅ IÑ DÓ Do not delay! (or ‘You are not to delay!’ a strong

command in English)

¼Ò LfUÝ KI DÜ¼X (and) tie them!

¼È IT KÅ Df ¼È IT KÅ destroy! (i.e. make sure that you destroy)

(b) Often where a string of commands is given, and the imperative is only used

for the first, if at all.

¼Ì Kd Hf SSS ¼É JZ K_ KÉ DÊ SSS Lf DÆ KcHÕ DÊ SSS EIÑ Go ... and stand ... and take the stick

The imperfective used for a command instead of an imperative is not to be

confused with the use of the optative (which often is the same in form as the

imperfective) instead of the imperative, as explained in the chapter on the optative.

How do you know which is being used, when the form is the same? Roughly

speaking, the optative is used where the imperative cannot be used (in a third-

person or negative command), whereas the imperfective is used where the

imperative could be used but is not strong enough, or is not used after other

imperatives. In other words, as a rule, the imperfective is used only in the second

person, where

(i) in positive commands the optative is not used anyway (replaced by the

imperative); or

(ii) in negative commands it is preceded by ¼ÅWÑ, whereas the optative is preceded

by ¼Ñ KÅ. (You may find rare exceptions.)
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MORE ON THE CONVERSIVE VAV

Remember the midrash about Rabbi Akiva taking three friends into the pardes

(the realm of esoteric philosophy), from which he alone emerged in good health?

One of the others died, one turned wicked, and the third went insane.

This chapter is not recommended to the average reader. Leave it out. It is only

for the stout-hearted who are prepared to plummet the depths to get at the truth,

regardless of cost. It dares to publish something the author discovered with

something of a shock, and which all others have either not discovered or kept as

a closely guarded secret: the truth about the conversive vav! This does not explain

it, it merely makes it more complicated, and even more difficult to understand, but

facts are facts and we cannot escape from them. Can’t we? All the grammarians

seem to have done so up to now. Still, the truth cannot be suppressed for ever, so

if you are prepared to take the risk, here goes. Otherwise, skip the rest of the

chapter.

First to recapitulate. To get an imperfective when a vav is required, we put the

vav on the perfective. An ordinary vav as added, for example, to a noun, changes

a perfective to an imperfective.

Correct! Stick to it, remember it. That is correct.

Next, to get a perfective when a vav is required, we put the vav (with a patach

underneath it and followed by a dagesh) onto an imperfective. A vav with patach

and followed by the dagesh changes an imperfective into a perfective. Very nice,

it shows a pattern. It complements the other case. Only, alas, it is all completely

wrong!!!

The truth is that no vav, neither a conversive one nor an ordinary one, can be

added to an imperfective!

What happens is that there are two systems. On one system, the conversive vav is

added to the optative to create a perfective. On the other system, the conversive vav

is added to the optative in the second and third persons to create a perfective, and

in the first person it is added on to a pseudooptative apparently created for the

purpose, because it is used for nothing else!

You were warned at the beginning of the chapter. Do you still want to go on?

Let us start with the first system. An optative to which an ordinary vav is added

remains an optative. (On this all agree.) But if you add a conversive vav, it

becomes a perfective.
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Here are the rules for a conversive vav, including those we left out earlier. An

optative, like an imperfective, must begin with one of the letters ß Õ Î Å.

(a) Before Õ or ß, the conversive vav takes the form KÊ and the next letter

(nun or tav) takes a strong dagesh. You probably knew this anyway.

(b) Before Î, the same applies, except that if the vowel under the yod is a

sheva, then the dagesh is dropped: ¼ÆÃf DÐH[KÊ but ¼Æ IfKÐ DÎKÊ BÎ HÉ DÎKÊ.
(c) Before Å, the vowel becomes a kamets, so we have LÊ and no dagesh.

In addition, the conversive vav tends to pull the accent back away from the last

syllable (it does not always succeed, but it tries), and if the last syllable loses its

accent it tends to shorten. In the optative it may have already shortened from the

imperfective, and the conversive vav may shorten it even more.

For example: Imperfective ¼Ò¼X r¼ÜLÎ, Optative ¼Ò rÃÜLÎ, Conversive ¼Ò LÜrL[KÊ (vayyákom).

On this system, we remember that in the first person the imperfective tends to

lengthen to produce the optative, the second and third persons tend to shorten, yet

in many cases there is no change.

So to get our perfective we take the optative and get things like this:

¼Ô JÙH[KÊ ¼Ô JÙ IfKÊ ¼ÉJÕ DÙ JÅLÊ ¼È JÝ IfKÊ ¼ÉLÈUÝ IÅLÊ ¼Ñ IV DÆK[KÊ ¼É LÆ Df DÐH̀KÊ ¼ÆÃf DÐH[KÊ ¼ÆÃf DÐ HfKÊ ¼É LÆ Df DÐ JÅLÊ
This is the system generally used by Ezra and Nehemiah, but not by Moses.

In the second system, the second and third person are the same as on the first

system, the usual optative. But for the first person, instead of the optative which

tends to lengthen, a pseudooptative is formed by shortening in the same way as the

actual optative shortens in the second person; and if the second person cannot

shorten, nor does the first, but it does not lengthen. This pseudo-optative is what

is used, not for a true optative but instead of it for the conversive. (Once again, you

were warned.) The forms corresponding to those given above are as follows

¼Ô JÙH[KÊ ¼Ô JÙ IfKÊ ¼Ô JÙ IÅLÊ ¼ÈJÝ IfKÊ ¼È IÝ IÅLÊ ¼ÑIV DÆK[KÊ ¼ÆÃf DÐ H̀KÊ ¼ÆÃf DÐH[KÊ ¼ÆÃf DÐ HfKÊ ¼ÆÃf DÐ JÅLÊ
For a good example of this, see Deut. 9:15-16.

With rare exceptions (e.g. Gen.32:6 ¼É LÌ DÑ DI JÅLÊ, Gen. 41:11 ¼É LÓ DÑ KÌK̀KÊ), Moses tended

to prefer the second system, but note the inconsistency in Gen. 43:21 where we find

¼Æ JIL̀KÊ SSSSS ¼É LÌ Df DÙ H̀KÊ. The first system would demand ¼É LÆ¼Î HIL̀KÊ SSSSS ¼É LÌ Df DÙ H̀KÊ, the second

would demand ¼Æ JIL̀KÊ SSSSS ¼Ì Kf DÙH̀KÊ !

This second system, where in the first person there is a pseudo-optative and the

verb tends to shorten, seems to apply mainly to the third conjugation. For the

second conjugation, there is a third system (you were warned!) where the verb

neither shortens nor lengthens: we have neither ¼É LÓ¼X ¼Ü LÅLÊ nor ¼Ò LÜ LÅLÊ but ¼Ò¼X ¼Ü LÅLÊ, and

likewise ¼Ò¼Î HK LÅLÊ B ¼Æ¼X ¼I LÅLÊ, though ¼É LÓ¼Î HK LÅLÊ (first system) is also found (Jud. 12:3

versus 1 Sam 28:21)!
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All the above are general rules that apply in the vast majority of cases, certainly

in far more cases than are covered by the rules traditionally taught. This does not

preclude the odd exception, which is not covered by these rules, but by the

traditional rules that leave all the other cases out in the cold.

I cannot explain the exceptions. I cannot even explain the rules. There is no

apparent logic behind them, but there is consistency. They are based on empirical

fact, not theory, on what we find and not on wishful thinking about what we would

rather have found.

------------------------

There is of course another explanation for the second system. One could say that

in fact the conversive vav is not added to the optative at all, but to the imperfective

as always taught. However, the conversive vav pulls back the accent and therefore

demands shortening wherever possible in all ‘persons’, just as the optative does in

the 2nd and 3rd persons, so that the result looks like the optative, but is not. This

is the way I had always understood it, until I noticed the first system, where in the

first person the lengthened form is used even for the conversive vav. This means

that the conversive actually uses the optative!

The fact that two systems exist does not present a problem. They could be

different dialects, or one could be more colloquial.

An English analogy may be drawn. The grammar books give I shall, you will as

the ordinary form and I will, you shall as the emphatic form. There are not only

writers who observe this rule, there are even people who insist on speaking that

way, despite the fact that it has long since gone out of fashion. The normal use

today is to say I will, you will, and many writers follow suit, to the annoyance of

the pedants. But if they do not, it would appear pedantic, and they do not wish to

appear pedantic. Or there is Churchill’s famous comment on the rule not to end a

sentence with a preposition – ‘This is something up with which I will not put!’ A

foreigner, however, who learns English with the rules, will follow the rules,

because he is not quite sure when he can break them and get away with it.

Moses wrote in a living language, and could fall in with its inconsistencies. He

could break the strict rules of grammar where everyone else did and get away with

it. (Contrast ¼ÈJÑ¼D¼[KÊ throughout Gen. Chapters 5 and 11 with the theoretically

impossible ¼ÈKÑLÎ in 4:18 and Chapter 10.) A thousand years later, Nehemiah wrote

in a dead language that was still used for literature but seldom spoken (at least in

the literary style) so he could not afford to risk breaking the rules of grammar. If

he did, it would be a slip.
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THE IMPERSONAL VERB

An impersonal verb is one that strictly speaking has no subject, and its use varies

considerably from one language to another. ‘Strictly speaking’ because often in

English, for example, an artificial subject is inserted, as will be explained.

Different types of impersonal verb exist.

1. An active verb genuinely has no subject at all, but in English a pronoun is

inserted, usually ‘it’ or ‘there’, which does not point to anything in particular.

For example ‘It is raining’ or ‘yesterday it rained’ – what is raining or rained?

The question cannot be answered, because ‘it’ does not refer to anything in

particular, the word is put in so that a verb should not appear without an apparent

subject. The expression ‘Is raining’ by itself, without the ‘it’, could be perfectly

well understood; in fact foreigners often say just that, but the conventions of the

English language do not allow it. In the expressions ‘it is raining’ and ‘it rained’

we have an impersonal verb is or rained with an impersonal pronoun it.

2. A genuine subject as such is not specified, the verb is impersonal, but a

‘predicate’ (a type of object) which comes afterwards provides an alternative to a

genuine subject.

As an example, ‘There are birds in the air’. The subject of the verb are is the

impersonal there, and only the object birds comes afterwards to explain what is

referred to. In ‘There happen to be ...’ the predicate is even further away. An

interesting point about this type of impersonal verb (in English) is that it takes its

‘number’ from the object (predicate). ‘There was a cat on the grass’, but ‘There

were cats on the grass’.

¼Ò JÌ JÑ ¼ÉLÎ LÉ ¼ÒHÎKÝ DÛ HÓ ¼Ú JÝ JÅ ¼ÑLÐ DÆ¼X ‘while throughout Egypt there was bread’.

Hebrew omits the impersonal pronoun, but where the verb be is needed in the

present tense (and is normally omitted) Hebrew uses ¼Ô¼Î IÅ for ‘there is/are not’ and

sometimes ¼IIÎ for ‘there is/are’.

[At times it is uncertain, e.g.

¼Ý¼Î HaKT ¼ßJÊ LÓ ¼X ¼Ý DÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ they said ‘there is death (= poison) in the pot’ – or, ‘death is

in the pot’. Which? The meaning is the same.]

Note that a subject need not be a noun, it can be a phrase. ‘To eat frogs is

unhealthy’ and ‘To fertilise plants makes them grow’ each have a real subject, but

‘it is unhealthy to eat frogs’ and ‘it makes plants grow if they are fertilised’ each

has an impersonal verb (is or makes) and an impersonal pronoun (it).
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Consider also a more complicated phrase, such as ‘It is obvious that anything left

in the rain will get wet’. In such a case, to avoid the use of the impersonal is

difficult, or better, it is difficult to avoid the use of the impersonal. Hebrew simply

omits the impersonal pronoun.

*ÉÑ ßDÈDÉÑ ÆDÍ it is good to thank ...

[Note the ambiguity in ÆDÍ Î] *ÉÑ XÈDÉ. Is it

(a) because it is good (to do so, cf. Ps. 92:2) – impersonal – or

(b) because he is good (cf. Jer. 33:11)?

Probably the latter, but not for grammatical reasons.]

3. The subject is general and not specific. A vague ‘general’ subject is intended.

Here English may use the impersonal pronoun ‘one’ for an artificial subject – ‘One

does not do that sort of thing’ – but this is considered clumsy and must be used

sparingly if at all. Colloquially it is generally replaced by ‘you’, used impersonally.

‘You don’t touch an electric plug with wet fingers’ – here ‘you’ is not a second

person singular but a vague sort of third person.

This sort of impersonal is widely used in French (on) and German (man) to

avoid using the passive, which the French and Germans dislike, but which English

prefers. (‘In French and German one avoids the passive’ instead of ‘In French and

German the passive is avoided’. In explaining a process, ‘At this point water is

added’ becomes ‘At this point one adds water’.) Modern Hebrew uses the participle

in the masculine plural. Classical Hebrew prefers the passive.

¼É JÅÃÝ LÉ ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LÙ DÑ ¼Å IÝ LdHÎ ¼Ò¼D¼[ KÉ ¼Å¼Î HÆL̀ KÑ ¼Î H] ‘For the “navi” of today previously used to be

called the “roeh”’.

4. A specific but unspecified subject. This is very important in Biblical Hebrew,

where English would have to say ‘someone or other’ (which is not impersonal, see

below) or use the passive. In Num. 19:3 we read that the priest is to take the animal

outside the camp ‘and (he?) is to slaughter it in front of him’. ‘Him’ obviously

refers to the priest, but not ‘he’. Someone or other, specific but unspecified (‘the

slaughterman’), is to slaughter it. English would prefer ‘it is to be slaughtered’.

This is not quite the same as the previous type of impersonal (French still uses on).

Sometimes this leaves an ambiguity: the reader is uncertain whether the subject

is impersonal or refers back the a previous named one. In the case quoted, were it

not written ‘in front of him’ one would assume that the priest himself is to do the

slaughtering.

Note that an impersonal is where ‘anyone’ or ‘someone’ is implied, but if the

actual word ‘anyone’ or ‘someone’ is used, as in ‘Anyone may enter the

competition’, the verb following (‘may’) is not impersonal.
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¼É JÑÃÌ ¼F¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ÉÌ HÉ ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î DÑ ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ [someone or other] said to Joseph (French on a dit).

¼Ê¼ÎLÕ LÙ DÑ ¼W LßÃÅ ¼Í KÌ LI DÊ [someone or other, NOT ‘he’] will slaughter it in front of him.

¼D ¼Ó DI ¼ÅLÝ LÜ ¼Ô I] ¼Ñ K× therefore they (impersonal) called his name – English ‘he was

called’.

At times the meaning is not certain, e.g.

¼D ¼Ó DI ¼ÅLÝ DÜH[KÊ - sometimes the same (impersonal), sometimes literally ‘he called’.

(The meaning is different.)

5. The subject is disconnected from the verb. There is a genuine subject, but the

verb starts impersonal, and the subject is then given as if as an afterthought, before

carrying on. The verb is then normally in the masculine singular although the

‘subject’ appears to deserve a plural.

¼X ¼É¼Î HÆFÅKÊ ¼Æ LÈLÕ ¼ß LÓL[KÊ - but [someone or other] died, [who?] Nadab and Abihu.

¼ÉÃ×UÝ Kb Ñ JÅ ¼ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ DÊ ¼É JIÃÓ ¼ÅÃÆL[KÊ - then [someone or other] went – [who?] Moses and

Aaron – to Pharaoh.

This form is in fact more usual than the expected one (a plural verb) when the

subject consists of two singles following the verb.

Notice an exception:

ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ DÊ ¼ÒLÎUÝ HÓ ¼Ý IT KÈ DfKÊ - Miriam – and Aaron – spoke. Here the important thing is that

Miriam spoke (to Aaron, and later received punishment). Aaron condoned, and

perhaps agreed with, her criticism, which is why he was merely rebuked. Unlike

Nadab and Abihu, who ‘died equally’, these two did not ‘speak equally’, hence the

feminine singular verb (not impersonal).

6. The impersonal passive. ‘To walk on the grass is forbidden’ becomes ‘it is

forbidden to walk on the grass’. Here too, the subject it is impersonal, and the verb

is followed by an explanation of what is intended. (Compare type 2 above, only

there the verb is active.) This is not always approved of in other languages. English

sometimes prefers the more direct approach ‘Do not walk on the grass’, and so does

Biblical Hebrew.

Does English like the impersonal passive? It depends not so much on use of

language as on mentality, in that English people do not like to be ordered about.

As a very rough guide, ‘it is accepted’ is accepted, but ‘it is forbidden’ is

forbidden. If, for example, Jewish law forbids eating pork, a statement appears in

Rabbinic Hebrew which translated literally reads ‘it is forbidden to eat pork’. A

translation via the German (and sadly such do exist) would give the hideous ‘one

is forbidden to eat pork’ or ‘one may not eat pork’, instead of simply ‘pork may not

be eaten’.
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The impersonal passive also occurs often in Classical Hebrew without being

recognised, and it does not take its number and gender from the ‘predicate’ but

usually uses the masculine singular.

¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LÆ ¼ÎIÕ DI ¼È K̂ OÎ ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î DÑ¼X ‘to Joseph it was born (= there were born) two sons’.

The more normal passive with a subject, ‘Two sons were born’, would require a

plural verb ¼X ¼È D̂ OÎ.
¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ÌKÝ LÆ ¼Î H] ¼ÒHÎ KÝ DÛ HÓ ¼E JÑ JÓ DÑ ¼ÈKUO[KÊ it was told to the King of Egypt.

¼É JK L×IÎ ¼ÅWÑ ¼Ô IÐ DÊ and such is not done. (French, German or even Modern Hebrew

would change it to type 3).

¼ÉLÐ ¼ÅLÑ DÓ ¼É JK L×IÎ ¼Ò¼Î HÓLÎ ¼ß JI II six days it may be made [viz.] melakhah. (melakhah may

be made is ¼É JK L× If)

It is particularly important where Hebrew requires (but lacks) the verb ‘to have’.

‘You have’ has to be rendered as ‘there is to you’.

¼Ú JÝ LÅLÑ ¼ÉJÎ DÉHÎ ¼Ô¼D ¼ß LT KI ¼ß KT KI there is to be a sabbath to the land, i.e. the land is to have

a sabbath. Sabbath is feminine, but is the object (predicate), so the verb does not

have to agree with it in gender.

¼ÉLÕ LI ¼Ò¼Î H× LTUÝ KÅ DÊ ¼× KI If ¼Ò¼ÎHÕ LJ KÉ ¼ßÃß DT KI ¼× KÆ JI ¼Î IÓ DÎ ¼F DÑ ¼X¼Î LÉ DÊ then you will have the days

[=period] of seven weeks of years, [i.e.] forty-nine years. [The verse is NOT telling

you, as may appear at first sight, that seven weeks of years are to be forty-nine

years for you, though not necessarily for anyone else!]

Note the difference between an active and a passive impersonal,

e.g. ¼É JÑÃÌ F¼Î HÆ LÅ ¼ÉÌ HÉ ¼Ø IÖ¼D¼Î DÑ ¼Ý JÓ ¼ÅÂ[KÊ and ¼Ò L× LÉ ¼ÌKÝ LÆ ¼Î H] ¼ÉÃ×UÝ KÙ DÑ ¼ÈKUO[KÊ.
The first means that someone told him, the second possibly more than one

told him. (In this example, ‘possibly’ from a grammatical point of view. From the

story itself, certainly!)

As with all rules of grammar, there are always exceptions to whatever is written

here.
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AGREEMENT AND DISAGREEMENT

We are taught to be particular and logical in grammar as far as possible. This is

a legacy from the Greeks and more so the Romans, the latter being most particular

in Latin with extremely rare exceptions to the rules. The legacy, also under Greek

and Roamn influence, is found in the Talmud and in Rabbinic interpretations of the

Biblical text. There are grammatical rules, and any exceptions must be either

(according to rabbinic traditions) something done with a deep, often unfathomable

divine reason, or (according to other scholars and grammarians) a mistake.

However, looking a little deeper and without such prejudices, one is forced to

arrive at the conclusion that in Biblical times they were not that fussy. They said

(and wrote) something that was clearly understood, whether or not it followed the

strict rules of grammar and logic, and did not worry. We find for instance that time

and again most of the statements that disobey logic or strict grammar are

‘corrected’ by Onkelos (who was a Greek or a Roman) in his Aramaic translation.

The mentality, as mentioned in an earlier chapter with respect to grammatical time

and aspect, was different to ours, and if we wish to understand the text properly we

must acclimatise ourselves to this. Rules of grammar are not discarded, but some

are treated lightly, while others are not, and we soon learn which are which from

the ‘feel’ of the language.

There are many examples of this ‘looseness’ regarding grammar and logic, such

as confusion between direct and indirect speech, and sentences constructed

illogically such as SSSSS FJß¼Î IÆ DT F Df DÆ HI DT ¼ÒLT ¼Ý IT KÈ DÑ ¼Ò JÐ¼ÎIÕ DT Dß JÅ Ò JfUÈ KÓ HÑ DÊ.
What concerns us here, normally treated by the grammar books by means of

rules, sub-rules and sub-sub-rules, are things connected with the verb. We have a

basic rule that a verb must agree with its subject in person, number and gender as

far as possible (admitting that this is not always possible precisely with a multiple

subject). The fact is simply that they were not too particular. Not only do we find

change of person, number and gender in going through a sentence (see Deut. 11:13-

14; Deut. 8:1 or 9:7; Lev. 5:1 in turn); we also find that the verb does not

necessarily agree with its subject, e.g. ¼X ¼É¼Î HÆFÅKÊ ¼Æ LÈLÕ ¼ß LÓL[KÊ or ¼ÔÃÝFÉ KÅ DÊ ¼ÒLÎUÝ HÓ ¼Ý IT KÈ DfKÊ where

we would expect to find ¼X ¼Ý DT KÈ DÎKÊ B¼X ¼ß OÓL[KÊ (but see the last chapter, §5). In particular,

masculine is often used instead of feminine, though rarely the reverse.

Another thing that goes against our training in grammatical logic is treating the

subject of a passive verb as an object, as if the verb were active,

e.g. ¼D ¼Ý LK DT ¼ß JÅ ¼Ñ IÐ LÅIÎ ¼ÅWÑ DÊ.
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These (and there may be more), though mentioned here, really belong under the

heading of ‘Fundamental Non-concepts’. Do not worry about them, do not analyse

them, do not try to justify them. In those days they did not fuss like we do.



Chapter 16

CONSTRUCTION OF THE HIF’IL AND NIF’AL

The hif’il

The causative stretch is also known as the ‘extensive’, as explained earlier,

because something is added externally. (Something is also added externally in the

simple and intensive, but only in the ‘middle’ voice, so that does not count.) What

is added is the letter É at the beginning. In the infinitive, gerund and perfective we

can see it ( ¼Æ¼Î Hf DÐ HÉ B ¼Æ¼Î Hf DÐ KÉ B ¼Æ If DÐ KÉ), but in the participle and imperfective it has

dropped out – ¼Æ¼Î Hf DÐ KÉ DÓ becomes ¼Æ¼Î Hf DÐ KÓ, and ¼Æ¼Î Hf DÐ KÉ DÎ becomes ¼Æ¼Î Hf DÐKÎ. We know that

it was originally there through two things: first, it remains still in the imperative,

which is derived indirectly from the imperfective; second, it is still there in Biblical

Aramaic (e.g. Daniel 2:5,6 and elsewhere) but not in the later Aramaic of Onkelos,

who drops it as in Hebrew. The relevant thing is that it is supposed to be there, it

is there theoretically, and hence the name ‘extensive’. All this applies equally to

the active (hif’il) and passive (hof’al).

The root of the causative, apart from this addition, is essentially the same as that

of the normal stretch, so that the hif’il resembles the kal more than is apparent at

first sight. If the kal has any oddities, these are usually reflected in the hif’il,

sometimes oddities in the nif’al are also reflected. The causative should therefore

be placed in verbal ‘layouts’ immediately after the normal.

Not so the intensive (see next chapter), which in the regular first conjugation

verb looks at first sight more like the kal if we ignore the dagesh, but (a) we have

no right to ignore the dagesh, which fundamentally changes the root and which is

the main characteristic of the intensive, and (b) in verbs of the second conjugation

the intensive root is formed quite differently, by doubling the last instead of the

second root letter, and conjugated differently (or even by taking the first and last

letters and doubling them, leaving out the middle one), so the intensive should

always be put at the end. The mere fact that grammar books always do the reverse

shows that the authors pay more attention to superficial resemblances than to

fundamental ones. This is alright for quickly learning to master a language,

correctly or incorrectly, but when teaching grammar as such it is the fundamentals

that are most important, to help the student to understand and not merely have to

remember. A small point, but a very important one.
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The nif’al

Because in this respect it is so simple, it is worth first taking a look at Aramaic.

There the middle forms of all three stretches were originally formed by adding the

prefix Dß HÉ, which was later reduced to Dß HÅ. (Later still, it was reduced still further,

and often the ß was droped out.)

(Incidentally, in Aramaic in all three stretches, the passive dropped out except

for the participle and the middle was used instead. Much more consistent than

Hebrew.)

In Hebrew we still have the Dß HÉ prefix in the middle (or reflexive) of the

intensive – hitpa’el. The middle of the causative has disappeared completely (unless

possibly in the odd word that occurs a number of times, ¼X¼È DÜ Lb Dß LÉ), but the middle

of the normal stretch apparently began with the prefix DÕ HÉ. However, this nowhere

remains in full. Sometimes the É drops out, sometimes the Õ drops out (being

replaced where possible with a strong dagesh in the next letter), and sometimes

both. This leads us to a complexity of forms which are not easy to recognise until

you get used to them.

In the perfective of the nif’al, the É always drops out, and the Õ always remains

and starts the word. The participle follows suit. Hence ¼Ò¼Î HÆ Lf DÐHÕ BÎ Hf DÆ Kf DÐHÕ and so on.

In the gerund, the É remains and the Õ drops out, thus ¼Æ IßL] HÉ. From this the

imperfective and imperative are formed, but then in the imperfective (and not in the

imperative) the É also drops out, exactly as in the hif’il (mentioned above). ¼Æ IßL] DÕ HÉ DÎ
becomes ¼Æ IßL] HÉ DÎ which in turn becomes ¼Æ IßL]HÎ.

What of the infinitive? Usually we start with this, but in this case we have left

it to the end. Well there are two forms of the infinitive, in one of which the É drops

out and the Õ remains (as with the perfective) and in the other the reverse (as with

the gerund). The two forms are ¼ÆÃf DÐHÕ and ¼Æ IßL] HÉ. [These are the usual forms; the

grammar books substitute a very rare form for one of them!]

Which one is chosen? The answer is easy. The main use of the infinitive, as

explained, is to emphasise a perfective or imperfective which immediately follows

it, and the one chosen is the one that ‘matches’, i.e. the first one with the perfective

and the second one with the imperfective.

So we find the forms Î Hf DÆ Kf DÐHÕ ¼ÆÃf DÐHÕ, but ¼Æ IßL]HÎ ¼Æ IßL] HÉ.

In the second conjugation we find some very odd forms for the nif’al, but the

same principles apply.



Chapter 17

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INTENSIVE FORMS

We are concerned not with the structure but with the concepts of Hebrew verbs.

It is worth mentioning, however, that the characteristic of the intensive forms (pi’el,

pu’al, hitpa’el) in the first and third conjugations is the dagesh that doubles the

middle letter of the root. The second conjugation differs in two respects:

(a) the ‘intensive root’ is formed in a different way – in fact in a variety of ways;

(b) while some of these forms are conjugated in the same way as the first and third

conjugations, the true second conjugation intensive root is in fact conjugated in

quite a different way. To explain this is unnecessary – the best way to appreciate

it is to study the tables.



Chapter 18

GRAMMATICAL MISTAKES

We sometimes find in the text that the rules of grammar we have explained are

not observed, either in inflection or in syntax. There are five possibilities.

1) A mistake by the author. This is most unlikely. They were very careful, and

so were the scribes when the text was not written down by the author himself but

dictated (as with Jeremiah).

2) A copyist’s error. This normally affects spelling, or a word may be omitted,

and so on, and such as occurred were often corrected by the Massoretes where

different versions were found. Even so, the grammar and general style were

unlikely to be affected.

3) A mistake by the Massoretes. The Massoretes were extremely careful, and

post-Massoretic mistakes are minor spelling errors not affecting the grammar.

4) A ‘mistake’ inherent in the language itself. Rules of grammar are not divine

laws to be obeyed, but general rules that we have discovered that appear to apply.

Understanding these rules helps us to understand a strange language.

In many cases someone made a mistake in speech long before the book we are

studying was written, the mistake, which may have been due to carelessness or

laxity, was accepted and became a habit. It need not follow any special pattern, so

that there is no sub-rule to explain it, it became entrenched as part of the language

and is just one of those things. There is no divine reason for it, nor any special

purpose on the part of the author in accepting it. On the contrary, for the author to

have ‘corrected’ it would have made it look ridiculous. This is the way people

spoke. There are many such things in English and in every language, and no reason

why Hebrew should be different. The Bible was written, not in a special divinely-

given language but in that which was spoken by the people and generally used.

Dialects would also have differed from place to place, and an author would use that

of the place where he was born, mixed with that where he later resided, so that he

was not necessarily consistent.

5) There is no actual mistake, just laxity as explained in Chapter 15.

It must be stressed that all the rules we have given are meant for guidance, and

are in general true. They are subject to exceptions (and especially in the use of the

optative) which cannot be explained on linguistic grounds, and those who try to

explain them that way are wasting their time. Such exceptions in no way invalidate

the rules or make it unnecessary for these to be understood.

ooooooooooooooooooooooo




